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ABSTRACT
CONSTRUCTIVE DEVELOPMENTAL ANALYSIS
OF AUTOBIOGRAPHICAL WRITING
SEPTEMBER, 1990
THOMAS OLAFUR HODGSON, B.A., WASHINGTON COLLEGE
M,Ed., SPRINGFIELD COLLEGE
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS
Directed by: Dr. John Carey
This study was designed to analyze the text of
autobiographical writing using three stage theories of
constructive developmental psychology . The writing
samples examined in this study were twenty ( 20 ) "prior
learning portfolios " , work-related autobiographies of
adult students seeking credit for life experience . The
students were undergraduates enrolled in the University
Without Walls program of the University of Massachusetts
at Amherst.
The developmental variables employed in the study
were social perspective-taking as defined by Basseches
(1984), subject/object balance from the self psychology
of Kegan (1982), and self-knowledge development as
discussed by Weinstein and Alschuler (1985) . The
writing analysis was patterned after the oral interview
scoring processes commonly used in determining cognitive
developmental stage levels: codable items in the text
were reviewed to obtain an overall stage score for each
of the three developmental models. The developmental
scores were then compared with academic credit awards
assigned to the portfolios.
Significant results were found in statistical
analyses correlating increases in credit award with
increases in stage scores for social perspective taking
and subject-object balance. Other significant findings
included a positive correlation between social
perspective-taking and subject-object balance.
Moreover, increases in the external knowledge of
another's internal processes were matched by increases
in one's own self-knowledge.
The study's success in conducting constructive
developmental analyses of narrative writing has
potentially positive implications for lifespan
developmental psychologists, educators, and writers.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Problem
The purpose of this study was to use three
cognitive developmental measures to analyze
autobiographical writing for content that might reveal
data as to how the writer constructs meaning about
experience. The principal research question was whether
or not narrative text can be reviewed using coding
systems that approximate those applied when
developmentally analyzing transcripts of oral
interviews
.
The study focuses on the work of twenty students
from the Writing About Experience course of University
Without Walls (UWW) , the degree program for adult
learners of the University of Massachusetts. These
students have written a work-focused autobiography known
at UWW as the "prior learning portfolio", which they
complete to earn academic credits for their life
experience. The academic credit was awarded on the
basis of the students' ability to describe those skills
learned on the job which compare with college level
instructional outcomes. Added credit is awarded to
those students who have the capacity to analyze their
work with regard to its meaning to their personal
growth , its significance to their profession , and
*
its value to society as a whole.
To help UWW students to gain this additional
experiential learning credit through analytical writing,
instructors of Writing About Experience encourage
students to write life stories that reveal the full
depth of their self-reflective capacities. It would be
important for UWW teachers to have the ability to assess
(a) which students have developed the capacity to assign
meaning to their experience; and (b) how writing
instruction can foster and support students' abilities
to generate analytical prose about their lives.
As a teacher of the Writing About Experience
course, I discovered the questions I posed to students
to help them write prior learning portfolios were
similar to probes in interviews used by developmental
psychologists in the Piagetian tradition who observe the
unfolding nature of growth. Piaget believed individuals
construct meaning about experience as they progress
through the life cycle (Gruber & Voneche, 1977). Some
theorists from this constructive developmental school
3have designed instruments to measure the specific
constructs associated with individual growth (e.g.
Lahey, Souvaine, Kegan, et al
. , 1988) The
assessment process typically entails conducting a
structured interview wherein one is asked to respond to
questions about personal values and/or situations of
conflict. The responses to these prompts are then
evaluated for evidence of how one organizes or assigns
meaning to a particular life experience. The goal of the
structured developmental interview is to begin to
comprehend an individual's capacity to know about and
take responsibility for various aspects of life
experience
.
Thus , this study was an attempt to score autobio-
graphies for developmental content in the same manner as
codable text might be extracted from an oral interview.
Preliminary analyses of reliability ( internal consis-
tency) and validity (correlations with credit awards)
were also available
•
Description of the Study
To address this research question, twenty (20)
prior learning portfolios were examined for three areas
of developmental content. The principal hypothesis
proposed was that as developmental scores increase to
more complex levels of self-construction , academic
credit award amounts will increase among portfolios.
Modifications were made on the coding procedures of
two structural developmental measures: the Subject-
Object Interview (Lahey, Souvaine, Kegan, et al . , 1988);
and the Experience Recall Test, Version 2 (ERT2)
(Sweitzer, 1985) , based on the self psychology theories
of Kegan (1982) and Weinstein and Alschuler (1985)
,
respectively. Going beyond the initial proposal for this
study, I also developed a coding scheme to measure
social perspective- taking developmentally , following a
model of Basseches (1984, 1986).
Statistical analyses were performed examining the
relationship among the developmental measures and credit
awards. A measure of internal consistency was also
applied to partially assess the reliability of the
coding systems.
Theoretical Foundation of the Developmental Measures
It may be useful to explain that Kegan (1982) views
self growth as a continual negotiation of "subject-
object balances". Subject refers to the principle of
organization, object is that which is organized (Lahey,
1988, p. 13). The Subject-Object Interview ±s designed
to orally obtain information about a person to define
what subject-object balance is currently being
negotiated (e.g. a person may have made object, and thus
can manipulate, her needs and wishes — but may be
subject to, and thus controlled by, her relationships to
others). In Regan's coding scheme, this individual would
fall into Stage 3 of five possible stages that progress
to increasing capacities to organize and be responsible
for the various dimensions of the self.
Weinstein and Alschuler (1985) were more interested
in trying to find the extent to which an individual has
knowledge of himself in empirical terms. Much like
Regan's work, the Self-Rnowledge Development theory
seeks to find thresholds separating what is known to an
individual about himself, and what parts of self are not
empirically known. The Experience Recall Test2, designed
by Sweitzer (1985) and Weinstein to measure self-know-
ledge development, follows a four-stage questioning
sequence that enables an individual to reveal self-
knowledge that is initially elemental in nature, through
to the final stage wherein the capability for self-
correction is demonstrated.
Basseches' (1984) developmental model of social
perspective-taking is analogous to the self-knowledge
development and subject/object theories, but focuses on
the relationships between the self and its ability to
understand and coordinate the social relations in the
work world. Following a stage progression that emulates
Kohlberg ' s stages of moral development, Basseches'
scheme begins with Stage One being the position where
individuals at work have no authority, little job
security, and who negotiate the currents of the worklife
by trying to stay out of trouble and satisfying their
own needs. As the stages progress, the individual
develops the increasing capacity to understand and
influence other individuals, groups, social systems, and
ultimately, at Stage Five, to consider existing systems
in a dialectical relationship with a universal ideal.
No formal coding system of Basseches' model has been
developed to the same extent as the Subject-Object
Interview or the ERT2.
The Subject-Object Interview and the Experience
Recall Test2 Miere developed to address the developmental
levels of a wide range of populations. I modified these
coding schemes when initially reviewing five (5),
stratified UWW portfolios to establish the appropriate
range of epistemological capacities that seem to be
7indicated in the UWW population. For example, I was
confident that I could rule out Stage 1 of Regan's
scheme, which describes early childhood cognitive
capacities. Similarly, I found evidence of least Level
2 (situational) capacities of self-knowledge develop-
ment among the UWW population. When the social
perspective-taking model was considered, I confined my
questions to Stages 3-5, as the UWW students must come
to the campus with the capability to analyze their work
history in a manner that can be translated effectively
into academic credit. Most workers falling in Stage 1
or 2 of Basseches' scheme, not having fully developed an
analytical perspective about their work, would find it
difficult to succeed in the UWW program.
As the UWW portfolios were assigned developmental
ratings (using the modified subject-object,
self-knowledge and social perspective-taking measures),
I correlated the ratings with the academic credit awards
previously assigned to the portfolios. Additional
statistical measures were applied to the developmentally
scored portfolios to (a) provide a broad picture of the
relationships among the credit awards and the
developmental variables, and to (b) examine the internal
consistency of my use of the coding systems.
r
8Significance of the Study
This study represents the first attempt to measure a
relationship between autobiographical writing and cognitive
development by adapting established, oral interview coding
schemes for the present purpose of rating pre-set,
narrative text. A coding system that is capable of
matching narrative writing with developmental levels that
point to critical thinking skills would open the door for
addi t ional educational research:
a • Academic advising procedures for entering students
may be strengthened by the predictive qualities of a coding
system for evaluating admissions narratives.
b. Teachers of courses such as Wri ting About
Experience could benefit by knowing what writing strategies
may enhance the critical thinking capac i t ies suggested in
the subject -object , social perspective- taking , and self-
knowledge development schemes
.
c . Higher education institutions that award credit for
prior learning will have the ability to apply "quality
control" measures by comparing credit awards with develop-
mental ratings using the coding system.
9Finally, this study would confirm the relationship
between problem-focused narrative writing and cognitive
developmental complexity. It would be valuable for
educators and therapists interested in promoting
personal growth to structure journal writing exercises
(with feedback) for students and clients. With hope,
the process of narrative text analysis will attract the
model builders and psychometricians in adult development
to assist in ironing out some of the methodological
complexities inherent to this type of research.
Limitations of the Study
The art of making a developmental rating, whether
oral or written, is a relatively new psychometric
activity. Consequently, the research studies on issues
such as validity and reliablity relative to the measures
being used are just beginning to evolve. This study,
too, is limited by the preliminary nature of any
validity data, and attention only to internal
consistency at this time. There are future issues to
consider:
1. Reliability : Lahey et al. (1988) report
Subject-Object Interview inter-rater reliability
to be a range of .60 - .89 with full agreement
between
raters, and •SO - 1.00 with agreement to within 1/5 of
a stage on ratings. Future research using trained Kegan
raters is be needed to establish comparable inter-rater
reliability data for autobiographical text analysis
.
Moreover, test-retest reliability studies could be used
to verify the stability of the ratings over time.
2. Construct Validity: The strongest test of
validity for a developmental measure is to consistently
reveal evidence of the theoretical construct it
supports. To that end, the Subject-Object Interview
correlates well with proven measures of a similar type
such as the Defining Issues Test, the Moral Judgment
Interview, and the Sentence Completion Test (Lahey, et
al., 1988) (The ERT2 has not been researched for
reliability and validity data to my knowledge) . Future
studies could compare portfolio analysis ratings with
those scores of known developmental measures. For
example, a UWW student may write of breaking away from
the feeling of having to please others at work, a Stage
3 to 4 shift according to Kegan 's scheme. To test the
validity of that assessment, one could have the student
present the same issue within the orally administered
Subject-Object Interview for a comparison of ratings.
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3. Predictive Validity: I have yet to find a
discussion on predictive validity for the subject-object
and self-knowledge development theories. A strong
correlation between portfolio developmental ratings and
academic credit awards in this study may inspire future
researchers to formally administer Subject-Object
Interview and/or the Experience Recall Test2 before
students write a portfolio. It would be interesting to
test whether credit award values for portfolio writers
could be predicted based on developmental ratings.
The developmental model of social perspective-
taking used in this study has been used in interview
form by Basseches and his associates (Basseches, 1986),
but no formal effort to standardize or validate his
model empirically has been made. Consequently, the
coding system used in this study is an original adaption
of Basseches' social perspective-taking theory.
This study is further limited to the prior learning
portfolios of twenty (20) students of the University
Without Walls of the University of Massachusetts, who
were enrolled in the Writing About Experience course
between 1985 and 1989.
12
Selected Definitions
University Without Walls ("UWW") - The adult degree
program of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
UWW offers individualized baccalaureate degrees to older
students who have the potential to translate learning
they have attained in life through nonacademic means
(e.g. running their own businesses) into some of the
academic credits needed to complete an undergraduate
concentration (e.g. small business management).
Writing About Experience is the forum in which these
students are asked to document their learning in the
work world by completing a problem-focused autobiography
formally known as the Prior Learning Portfolio. The
course satisfies the University of Massachusetts' Junior
Year writing requirement and opens the door for students
to receive up to a year of full time academic credit for
their life experience.
Constructive Developmental Psychology - Since both
affect and cognition are linked in the construction of
meaning and other dimensions of our experience, this
term more appropriately addresses the study of these
human operations than cognitive psychology alone.
Prior Learning Credit Award - The autobiographical
writing which contributes to the prior learning
portfolio is evaluated for academic credit by faculty o
the University of Massachusetts. Credit is allocated
according to the quality of the student ' s discussion of
practice and theory relevant to their chosen area of
focus, A good, descriptive portfolio will typically
yield 15 semester credits; substantially analytical
portfolios that tie several themes and issues together
will be awarded 30 or more semester credits.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF LITERATURE
In this review of relevant literature, I explore
how the benefits of autobiographical writing have been
observed by others, and I begin to identify some basic
elements of facilitating this manner of discovering and
ordering self knowledge. I follow with an analysis of
the transformation process inherent to the critically
reflective forms of autobiographical writing, using the
perspective of a structural cognitive developmentalist
in shaping this discussion.
Structural Elements of Autobiographies
The early autobiographies, save those of St.
Augustine, Franklin, Rousseau, and a few others, were
largely yearly records or "annals" of life experience
(White, 1979; Winslow, 1980). As unelaborated
recordings of unconnected events that have occurred over
the course of one's life, the elemental entries of
annals demonstrate virtually no attempt at analysis.
White (1979) furthers his discussion of the progression
toward self-reflective writing by defining two
15
additional and more complex forms of narrative discourse
than the the annals form of autobiography: the chronicle
and the history proper . Chronicles assign a more
situational ordering of events in life without
philosophical considerations, while the history proper
reflects a more generalized effort to observe and
interpret patterns and needed changes in the self's
relationship to the world (Winslow, 1980)
.
To illustrate these distinctions in a manner
similar to White (1980, p. 11), an example of an annals
might be a pilgrim's entries about events that occurred
as she acclimated to the New World:
1620 Lost 30 on voyage
1621 Three cabins lost to fire
1622 Crops failed
1623 Bitter winter
1624 Indian raid kills 5
1625
1626 Lost foot to gangrene
1627
1628 Black sickness kills 16
1629
1630 Sister dies in childbirth
f
The lack of recording in several years emphasizes
the absence of any formal attempt to connect these
events with other happenings in the community, or within
the personal world of the recorder. So it is with many
annals that have been written in many centuries of
recorded history (White, 1979; Padover, 1957). The more
situational chronicle of this hypothetical outline of
events, though, might address the disasters that
happened to the community in the first decade of the
settlement—conceivably addressing the relatively good
years in that situation where life was relatively
untouched by tragedy. Finally, the more critically
reflective and expansive history proper might address
the personal, familial and societal costs of the
struggles inherent to resettlement, both in the New
World and elsewhere.
r
As the Western World began to see more
autobiographies produced, the quality of the reflection
often varied. The structure for most life stories was
organized chronologically: Childhood, Young Adulthood,
Adulthood, and Retirement. Egan (1984) found the
existence of common patterns to all autobiographies,
regardless of the nature of the writer and/or her
subject matter. Autobiographers , Egan noted,
17
characterize childhood in terms of paradise , the magical
years. It is an era that seems void of the problems
experienced as adults, owing to the developmental lens
that observes the world in concrete terms , and the
writing reflects that special innocence—regardless of
the maturity level of the writer. As we mature, the
years of adolescence and young adulthood are frequently
described by autobiographers in terms of a journey , an
apt metaphor given the road to self-discovery . Egan's
analysis finds the next phase to be conversion , a time
when writers embark on an exploration of their identity
and attain some degree of self-definition and an
objective meaning in life. Finally, the later years in
life are recorded by autobiographers more as reflections
or confessions , according to Egan's review of the major
life narratives in literary history. According to Egan
(1984) and Campbell (1949), the particular importance of
this most candid phase of a life review is the need to
create harmony, to tie all of the discordant aspects of
life together. Campbell regards the life story telling
process as an "atonement" (at-one-ment) ; the final act
for an individual to create inner peace before God
(Campbell, 1949).
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As with personal narratives over much of recorded
history, many modern autobiographies suffer from too
little structure that would reveal serious
self-reflection (Thomas, 1984). The plethora of
contemporary, formula autobiographies are seemingly
pre-ordained to inevitably reveal personal triumph from
humble beginnings on the part of the writer, as
exemplified by Russell's (1987) research into narratives
crafted by some of the major television journalists in
this half of the 20th century. Russell found that the
predominant effort on the part of these writers was to
write their story so as to live up to the myth of a
worthy self's being connected to the nature of success
fashioned by the American work ethic. The attempt was
not to achieve critical self-reflection as it was to
insure popular self- recognition. Similarly, the
British, Padover (1957) writes, are notorious in their
inability to produce a truly candid personal narrative;
the effort to avoid embarrassment and shame is so
culturally ingrained that self-revelations are almost
unheard of among English autobiographies.
Comparable to Egan's discussion on structural
similarities in autobiography, Bruner (1987) believes
there is a common "deep structure" that we all employ
when engaged in the process of telling the stories of
our lives. Without this foundation, we would not be
able to understand what other narrators are trying to
communicate to us about their experience. Among the
structural components Bruner addresses, he cites the
importance of human memory in shaping the structure of
autobiography. Bruner distinguishes between the
episodic memory , which provides us access to the myriad
of events in our lives without necessarily placing any
significance to them, and semantic memory , the meaning
making
,
"positioning" function in our memory that
organizes life events into a coherent whole.
Bruner defines life as "text", one which can be
structured using a variety of genre (comedy, tragedy,
drama, etc.) when building an autobiography (Bruner,
1989) . Bruner shares the view of many writers on
autobiography that our narrative voice, however
structured, is formed and shaped by the cultural and
linguistic influences that were presented through our
family environment. For Bruner, exercising our voice in
narrative writing is a practice of "world making", one
that is shaped by the dimensions of time and place. We
can organize our self-reflections according to temporal
locations (e.g. yesterday, last year, years ago, in the
future, etc.) and spatial orientations (e.g. back there,
away from here, out west, up north, down east, etc.)
(Bruner
, 1987) .
Bruner (1987) shares Rose's (1978) opinion that
autobiographical writing is actually a shared
experience, because one's life is intricately interwoven
into the lives of others who also adhere to the myths
shaped by society. The voices that we speak through,
the lenses that we see through, and the other sensory
modalities that we use to guide our personal story
telling are defined by historical circumstances. For
Sartre (1965) , our history spirals in a circular motion
around us as we proceed through life, and the structure
of our storytelling is guided by this historical weight.
In other words, Sartre believes we do not live our
lives to generate new stories, rather, we have the
tendency to follow the scripts of stories that have
already been cast. Rose (1987) believes the cultural
myths have so shaped our language that we cannot escape
retelling the stories in spite of efforts to the
contrary. The autobiographer has a choice then, (a) to
write of oneself blindly avoiding the awareness of this
cultural-historical weight, or (b) she can seek to gain
greater self-understanding by appreciating the
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significance of these external influences which we
interact with daily*
Rose (1987) analyzes the structure of autobiography
from the perspective of a drama critic, who would
customarily look for metaphorical strengths ^among a
playwright's portrayal of a story. In drama, a metaphor
must be equal in depth and breadth in its reflection of
reality in order for it to successfully represent action
symbolically. Similarly, an autobiography must have
sufficient strength by using appropriate "watershed
moments" or "representative metaphors" to foster the
development of new internal structures for the writer.
Choosing to write about one's decision to have fish over
chicken last evening, for example, may not stand as an
act in life that has sufficient meaning to foster much
change in the viewpoint of the writer. A more
representative metaphor or watershed moment may be one's
decision to get married or return to school. To build an
autobiographical work properly, the life analysis, like
a play, must insure that horizontal balance (What goes
with what?) and vertical direction (Where does it go?)
^re embedded in the structure of the narrative (Rose,
1987) .
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Welch (1987) refers to the point of view we employ
when crafting an autobiography as ethos , the idea or
character adopted by the writer. We assume a variety of
roles in life, and have the possibility of constructing
our life story from one or all of the different points
of view those roles assume • Her discussion uses a
literary convention in describing the phenomenon
psychologists might find in the writings of General
Semanticists (e.g. Johnson , 1946 ) who refer to there
being many different levels of abstractions when one
describes self or other reality— i.e. every individual
has countless life roles which can be described in terms
of 1(1} r 1(2), 1(3) , . . .I(n) . Welch cites the need to
select the appropriate role, "I", or ethos. An
autobiography written from the point of view of a
student progressing through an academic program is going
to inform the self and others more than if one wrote as
a fan of Perry Como. Frederick Douglass' slave
autobiography, for example, was far more powerful than
personal narratives written from other perspectives in
his life (Couser, 1979). Welch adds that the
autobiographical components of emotion and reason,
pathos and logos respectively, join ethos as the
narrative elements known in Aristotelian thought as the
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"interior persuaders" or artistic proofs that shape the
presentation of the self.
Welch (1987) looked at the connection between
orality and literacy, and autobiography's strengths in
building the latter through a recursive cycle . That is
,
what we say can inform what we need to write; and what
we write can better inform what we need to say,.. .etc.
Welch suggests that one should combine the often more
developed spoken word with the written word in order for
the ethos (point of view) to have more flexibility in
manipulating pathos (feelings) and logos (thoughts) in
one ' s personal narrative
.
In the first paragraph of this paper, I related how
my teaching a course in documenting experiential
learning stimulated my interest in the topic of autobio-
graphy and development. Some important questions to
consider for this discussion include: How was this
course conceived? What were the goals for the students?
What parallels exist in the literature about courses
which promote self-reflection of this kind?
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Facilitating Autobiographical Writing at the University
Without Walls
The University Without Walls program at the
University of Massachusetts evolved in the early 1970s
along with more than a dozen comparable programs
nationally which were devoted to meeting the needs of
returning adult learners. One principal focus of these
educational projects was to target a method of
organizing information about a student's life experience
for the purpose of translating nonacademic learning into
academic credits that could be applied toward a
baccalaureate degree. In essence, students needed a
vehicle to tell the story of their lives that would be
acceptable to an academic audience looking for
equivalency in college level learning.
The architect of the Writing About Experience
course, Gail Hall, found that the original attempts to
have students carve out their life stories were somewhat
limited. Based on her description of the style of
writing found in the early "portfolios" (Hall, 1987), it
would seem to approximate the rather nonreflective
narrative prose that might be regarded as annals or
chronicles as defined by White (1979) and Bruner (1987).
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The students were simply recording their stories from
start to finish following the childhood, youth,
adulthood. .. sequence with minimal critical analysis.
Little, if any, theorizing in support of why or how the
students approached their works in life sprang out of
these initial portfolios. Consequently, the student's
work was not as critically reflective as it could be
when reviewed by faculty for academic credit.
Believing that problem-solving induced them to work
at the full capacity of their skills and abilities to
arrive at solutions. Hall turned to reorganizing the
course to have students focus on the problems that were
encountered in the day to day routine of the occupations
they were describing. (Hall, 1987). It worked. By
detailing the process of analysis surrounding a
significant problem, students were able to proceed
through the following progression which now typifies the
structure of the Writing About Experience course:
(1) Describe the events in your life that led you
to have this work experience
2) Explain the application of your skills in the
context of a problem you solved in a
meaningful activity.
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(3) Identify any consistent issues or themes that
arise from your description of this problem
solving process.
(4) Discuss how these themes may be generalized to
apply to work strategies in other occupations
in common,
(5) Generate a personal theory, assign meaning to
a set of principles that you operate with
daily in your work.
Schematically, the sequence of the course in UWW
portfolio writing is outlined in Figure 2.1 below:
INTRODUCTION
(Description of Practice)
CASE STUDIES
(Discussion of Problem Resolution)
OPERATING PRINCIPLES
(Description of Theory)
Figure 2-1 The UWW Portfolio Elements (Jacoby, 1987)
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The movement from practice to theory as evidenced
in Figure 2.1 begins with an open-ended narrative
introduction, wherein the students relate the events and
experiences in their lives which contribute
significantly to their acquiring the skills and
knowledges they wish to identify in the portfolio. The
two or more case studies are designed to elicit the
problem solving strategies the students have employed in
their work setting. From these descriptions , the
students are asked to identify pertinent issues and
themes that may have relevance to similar problems in
other work settings. For example, a student writing
about a particular therapeutic intervention for her
client may be asked to address how this practice may be
applied in other clinical settings and/or with other
populations
.
As the students' experience is fully documented in
practical terms, the final task is to stimulate them to
draw conclusions about their experience that illustrate
reflective thinking. The goal of this meaning making
activity is to generate theoretical constructs about the
work they have performed which may translate to a theory
one may receive in an academic course in the subject
area. For example, a small business manager may connect
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two case studies about handling employee relations,
leading to a theoretical summary expanding on principles
of human resource development. A more explicit diagram
of the portfolio writing process reveals this
relationship between experience and theory:
Central Issues/Themes
Figure 2.2 Development of Theory in Portfolio Writing.
(Hodgson, 1987)
Figure 2.2 depicts the UWW portfolio writing
process, beginning in the Introduction with an expansive
review of the life experiences which collectively
contributed to one's obtaining certain professional
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competencies. A more directed discussion of the
student's work roles and specific problem-solving
activities in the Case Studies leads to the targeting of
the pertinent themes and issues that affect all
individuals across the profession who are engaged in
similar duties. Finally, in the conclusion, the student
is directed to broaden the discussion from a focus on
practice to identify a set of Operating Principles or a
personal theory which governs their unique approach to
their work.
In teaching the portfolio course, several obstacles
are usually experienced. In the beginning, students
have a good deal of difficulty getting their story
started. This observation is generously shared in the
literature (Arum, Blouin & Avery, 1981; Beach, 1986;
Becknell, 1987; Dickerson, 1988; Rose, 1987) The idea
that students have a voice of their own is quite novel
for them, and many find it hard to give themselves
permission to engage in "lifemaking" . The first
exercises, then, avoid analysis and are designed to
encourage students to write freely and elementally—an
approach to autobiographical writing that is
specifically endorsed in Mills (1985). In the
subsequent revising process, students are guided to
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place those diverse elements into more coherent wholes
that will lead the reader to the succeeding sections of
the portfolio where themes or patterns begin to emerge.
The next obstacle students typically face is the
identification of issues to be generalized from the
specific details of the case study. Students can easily
tell you what, where, and when they performed a specific
task; but to have them relate the significance of their
particular responsibilities to other workers and/or
other work settings across their profession is at times
difficult. Hall (1987) comments on the importance of
helping the student "select a single 'case study' which
can represent many" (p.7) . Rose's (1987) discussion on
representative metaphors is pertinent to this issue, for
a student needs to select a problem that adequately
symbolizes the complexity of the occupational role. For
example. The problem must also be personally significant
to motivate the student to arrive at a personal theory
or "operating principle" amidst the uncertainty of many
possible methods of seeking solutions (Becknell, 1987;
Fleming & McGuinnis, 1985; Rose, 1987).
Many students have been immersed in work environ-
ments where little opportunity exists for them to
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reflect on how their work may be related to the
activities of others—or that their efforts may have
significance beyond accomplishing the immediate task for
the company. Often, what writing they are expected to
do is confined to memos or reports involving little
personal reflection or critical thinking. The problem
is worse if the student has been returning home daily to
a diet of minimal personal sharing and passive enter-
tainment in front of the television . The role of peer
editing and critical questioning by the instructor is
crucial in this stage. In the company of small peer
groups in the class, which are often formed according to
similar professions (e.g. Human Services, Health
Occupations, Hi-Tech) , students are challenged to derive
meaning from their work experience, and to connect their
problem solving strategies to others in the field or
even across disciplines (Skyscraper builders,
neurosurgeons, and psychological educators all need to
plan, implement, and evaluate their efforts, for
example) .
The in-class peer reviews and feedback complement
considerable rewriting of drafts by students as they
progress through this analysis of their life story. It
is not uncommon for the final draft of a portfolio
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(which average 50 pages in length) to have undergone
several substantial revisions before completion. Each
rewriting represents renewed opportunities for critical
reflection and more complex levels of meaning making by
the student
.
In conclusion, the Writing About Experience course
provides an opportunity for students to use
autobiographical writing as a practical method of
obtaining academic credit , while also developing their
skills as writers and critical thinkers • In student
evaluations of the course
,
they often cite the
additional benefit of feeling better about themselves,
more self-confident and self-directed. Other methods of
autobiographical writing produce comparable results, as
this review of literature turns to examine comparable
teaching approaches to the UWW course.
Alternative Models of Autobiographical Writing
Instruction
The literature abounds with models of autobiographical
writing instruction, ranging from structured journals
for personal growth (Fils, 1981; McGettigan, 1985;
Progoff, 1975, 1983; Yinger, 1985) to extensively
written life histories (Bertaux & Kohli, 1984; DeWaele &
Harre,1979; Warren, 1982). There are other adult
education curricula which are comparable to the UWW
model (Daloz, 1987; Deiro, 1983; Meyer, 1975; Rolls,
1987) ; one that is closely related is the Metro-
politation State College (St. Paul, MN) Prior Learning
Assessment Workbook (Adult Learner Services Network,
1987). As with the UWW process, the emphasis in the
Metro State program is on helping students identify
critical events in their work history for closer
analysis. Called "turning points", these life events
are distinct in that to address them one must acquire
new skills of problem solving in order to transcend the
task presented. Taking stock of this new challenge
ushers in a new sense of self-confidence and a growing
awareness of personal competencies in the learner.
Moreover, the culmination of this search and
organization regarding one's work increases the skills
of critical thinking , the principal attribute to being
able to operate effectively in the chaos of the world.
(Adult Learner Services Network, 1987)
The structure of the Metro State workshop outline,
in contrast to the UWW model, is more routinized in the
actual autobiography section. The latter style is
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essential, I believe, since the text (life!) one is
drafting can only be developed with the internal frame
of reference as to what facts are important or
insignificant. When one provides a pre-programmed
outline in the fashion of a sociologist's life history
interview (Bertaux & Kohli, 1984; DeWaele & Harre, 1979;
Hately, 1983) , the ethos or point of view of the
personal narrative is constructed by another. While the
questioning process of the UWW method could be regarded
as Aeterobiographical writing (Wins low, 1980 ) , there is
sufficient independence of structure to allow for more
richness in the depth self-relection by students than
the Metro State approach.
Various teaching methods were reported in the
literature as guides to help students find their voices
in autobiographical writing, independent of a formal
life history outline. Beach (1987) and Dickerson (1988)
join many educators who use models of classic
autobiographies (e.g. Thoreau) and autobiographical
novels (e.g. Great Expectations) to help students
appreciate the structural elements of accomplished
self-narrative writing. Beach (1987) believes that
students must first be able to grasp the symbolic
inferences of autobiographical works before they can
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begin to record events in their own lives with any
meaningful self-reflection.
Keen (1988) encourages potential personal narrative
writers to look into their personal mythology for
stimulation. In keeping with the social learning
principle cited just above , Keen suggests first reading
the classics of mythology to begin to get a flavor of
the power of folk storytelling, and the possible
personal relevance in their themes . Secondly, Keen
recommends turning to the family for oral histories that
can inform the voice of the writer. Following the
structural components outlined above, Keen also
underscores the importance of the identifying key
themes, selecting various points of view, and using time
and place cues.
Tackling the elements of three distinct philosophic
points of view, Blum (1981) drew from the thinking of
Hobbes, Locke, and Hume in fashioning a guided
autobiography course. To begin, Blum uses the works of
Hobbes to help him inform students to appreciate the
diversity with which one may describe oneself. Blum
(1981) provided a wonderful way of depicting this effort
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to find a voice which our students must need to do when
attempting a personal narrative:
We are launched into life without a clear
vision of ourselves, and life seems to demand
that we reach a coherent understanding while
in the midst of the adventure. (1981, p. 6)
Blum selected the works of John Locke to define the
structure of one's narrative once the voice is
determined. Much like Hall's (1987) format for
organizing work activities into case studies with
clearly identifiable themes and operating principles,
Blum found Locke's logical approach to life writing to
be helpful for students needing to place life's elements
into the context of discernable situations. To add the
search for meaning and self- discovery, Blum turned to
the writings of Hume regarding the subject of memory .
For Hume, according to Blum (1981) and Spacks (1976),
one discovers the present by embracing the past. New
information about the self can be gleaned through
memory, as the past allows us to understand the cause
and effect relationships that have contributed to who we
are today. Hume's argument, as cited in Blum (1981) and
Spacks (1976), closely parallels Bruner's (1986, 1987)
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thinking about the power of memory in autobiography. To
Bruner (1986)
, life is that which we construct based on
the historical and linguistic information which has been
embedded in our memory. While research into
autobiographical memory reveals that we select only
personally consistent information from reminiscences
(Akert, 1982), the use of imagery to access from our
unconscious mind the wealth of potential self -informing
data for the autobiographical text is an invaluable
educational tool.
To continue the discussion on various teaching
methodologies and the development of autobiography,
writing across the generations (Lacour, 1984; Smith,
1982) and cultures (Haglund & Edet, 1985) is seen in the
literature on generating self-enriching personal
narratives. Smith (1982) and Lacour (1984) have worked
with senior citizens to promote self-esteem and to
enhance the notion of a worklife biography that is
ongoing and need not be closed by the arbitrary act of
"retirement". The principal teaching strategy in these
studies was to select a date in history (e.g. Pearl
Harbor, Kennedy's death, etc.) to serve as a catalyst
for remembering other significant events in the course
of the students' lives. It would seem one particular
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benefit coining from structured memory review for seniors
would be their acquiring the skills to place order on
the often involuntary life experiences that occur among
the aging.
Autobiography and Development: Structuring the Right
Questions
In the partial review of methods of facilitating
autobiographical writing cited above, implicit in the
discussion is the fact that there is a positive
relationship between structured autobiographical writing
and human growth and development—one way this may
happen is that autobiography can promote those watershed
moments that push the internal structures of individuals
toward new perspectives of their selves. Does the
literature support this belief?
^
Magistrale (1985) found that the use of structured
narrative writing proved to be effective in bringing
victims of oppression (parental abuse) into a more
autonomous and actively resistant position relative to
the torment they were experiencing at home. In the
early drafts of the writing in the program, the subjects
did not express any sense of empowerment relative to
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stopping the abuse in their family. As the subjects
were exposed to other models of narrative writing of
other victims of abuse, and as they were asked to
critically reflect on their experience in the course of
their own writing, they reported a significant change in
behavior and self-concept
.
While Magistrale did not employ any particular
developmental perspective in citing her study, the
developmental processes relative to oppression awareness
recorded here may be similar to those discussed by
Freire (Personal communication
,
February, 1986 ) and
Jackson (Personal communication, April, 1985) . Their
models detail the stage sequence evident in Magistrale 's
study as a progression from (1) passive acceptance of
oppression to (2) active resistance and (3) trans-
formation of self relative to the oppressor.
Individuals who wrote without reflection, for example,
would embody Jackson's first stage of passive acceptance
and Freire 's magical thinking, where in each instance
the victim plays host to the oppressor through denial or
ignorance. Victims who had developed critical thinking
skills when constructing narratives exemplified the
considerably more objective and knowing relationship to
one's oppressors, in keeping with Jackson's and Freire 's
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similarly named stage of transformation. At this final
level of confronting oppression, the individual
recognizes the systemic influences on behavior of others
and is able to act independently to effect change or
leave a relationship. The repeated process of
objectifying one's experience through writing may
enhance a person's opportunity to acquire the critical
thinking capacity consistent with transforming an
oppressive relationship.
Fils (1985) measured self -concept , locus of
control, and student feedback in a 6-week intervention
of structured vs. unstructured journal writing. While
there were no significant differences between the
experimental and control groups on measures of
self-esteem, positive identity, and locus of control,
the experimental group's concluding written
comments/evaluations were considerably more favorable
and extensive than the control group.
Fils hypothesized that 6 weeks of journal writing
was too short a time to expect any meaningful results on
the objective self-concept measures. From a stage
theorist's perpective, Fils conclusions may coincide
with several statements by Weinstein (Personal
communication, Spring, 1988) that one must think of
educating for horizontal balance more so than vertical
direction
, to employ Rose's (1987) terms for
developmental movement
.
Dalsimer (1982) commented on the observed changes
in Anne Frank when her diary of two years was evaluated
for developmental content. While not formally
structured as other types of narrative writing in this
discussion , Anne Frank ' s personal entries revealed an
increasing awareness of self relative to her biological
changes moving through puberty and in relation to her
varying relationship with her family. This analysis
supports Cochran's (1985) statements on the power of
reflective writing in helping individuals to locate or
position themselves in periods of transition.
The notion of finding a location within the self
received an interesting treatment when the relationship
between autobiography and development was addressed by
Jensen (1985) and Handel (1987). Each writer believes
personal narratives are extremely useful in providing us
with internal maps of individual development; the
product of the writing is actually a revelation of the
internal processes operating in the individual. Jensen
describes the human memory as a long-playing tape in
"helical" form, which is replayable at any moment of our
past lives. Through journal writing, people can begin
to replay the tape—utilize their memory to understand
relationships to others, time and place, and actually
come to know the perspective they assume relative to the
world.
Handel (1987) viewed the texts of various autobio-
graphies for information generated by the authors that
would be revealing of the "person as scientist" orien-
tation of Kelly (1955) . Handel found that most
autobiographers seek consistency in their definition of
self over time, and attempt to create a coherent link
from early experiences in life to the present. If that
link is not realistically available at first, the self
will reconstruct the text to create the needed bridge
between the past and present.
Wrightsman (1981) completed a similar work, looking
at the personal documents of prominent individuals for
analysis against three major perspectives: the life-
script approach of Eric Berne; the stage theory of adult
development of Levinson; and dialectical analysis. For
Wrightsman, the notion of a lifescript approach made
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sense in that most autobiographers refer to early events
that have shaped their development over subsequent
years. Secondly, he felt the stages proposed by
Levinson accurately reflected the temporal sequence of
many of life's critical periods, time being frequently
the gauge by which personal memoirs are structured
(Bruner, 1987). Finally, Wrightsman considered the
dialectical approach to examining the personal documents
of individuals . The dialectic conception captures the
persistent, internal struggle between opposing forces
(e.g. intimacy vs. autonomy) that is within the
personality. Wrightsman notes that Levinson
incorporates a dialectic perspective within his scheme
as he considers change across the lifespan; namely, the
issues of Attachment/Separation, Destruction/Creation,
Young/Old, and Masculine/Feminine reflect bipolar pulls
which may never be resolved in the course of life
(Reigel, 1979).
Wrightsman's (1981) framework is especially useful
for our analysis of students* autobiographical texts,
for it accommodates the notion of internal turbulence
within the world of even the most successful individuals
who may have ascended to the upper domains of many
developmental schemes. In his own research of (U.S.)
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presidential memoirs in addition to the personal
documents of these men, Wrightsman (1981) was able to
uncover inconsistencies in the men's statements that
were not the function of political maneuvers; rather,
the contradictory statements might be a reflection of
the polarities we all carry within us.
Autobiography facilitates development ... development
shapes the autobiography. In order to maintain the
dynamic nature of this relationship, such as revealing
dialectical opposites within individuals , teachers of
autobiographical writing must ask the right questions to
tease out these inconsistencies . Handel ( 1987 ) and
Wrightsman (1981) both claim that many writers of
autobiographies attempt to reconstruct the past in a
manner that provides a consistent theme through life, as
we fallaciously believe we are following. Attribution
theory (Fiske & Taylor, 1984) informs us that we tend to
assign credit to ourselves for success and that we fail
to take responsibility for negative events in our lives,
which might explain the existence of these polarities as
we search for truth with our hand over our eyes when the
news is troublesome. As Gould (1978) writes, we are
more than capable of fine acts of self-deception in the
service of avoiding pain, but the price is the lack of
personal growth and transformation. The need for
critic al thinking is evident, and the more structured
approach to personal narrative writing is thus advised
if educators seek to help students acquire self-
knowledge.
As examples of structured critical writing
(thinking), Beach (1987) employed small groups to
instill in adolescents the notion of adhering to "point
driven" writing as opposed to "story driven" writing . In
the latter , the writer is not the agent of control in
directing the narrative, and she writes in a passive
voice. Point driven writing encourages the more
critically reflective, active voice that students new to
college have difficulty conceptualizing independent of
classroom structure (Beach, 1987). Arum, Blouin, and
Avery (1981) combined peer groups with an extensive
"critical event interview" to promote identity awareness
among women in urban Chicago. The structure of the
interview was organized to first elicit a meaningful
experience which receives the following analysis:
1. What was the event/experience?
Describe who, what, where, how and when.
2. How did you feel then?
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3. What did you think?
4. What did you do?
Did you act alone, seek support, or remain
stuck?
5. Who/what helped you to work this problem out?
6. Who/what made it difficult for you to solve
this problem? Record feelings, thoughts, and
behavior that helped or hurt.
7. What did you gain? What did you lose?
8. What did you learn about yourself?
9. Does the event seem more different now than it
did then?
10. How specifically is it different? How have
you changed? (1981, p. 12)
The above questions are comparable to many of those
used in interventions and/or interviews designed by
instructors and psychologists in helping students to
gain greater self knowledge (for example, Belenky,
Clinchy, Goldberger, STarule, 1986; Sheehy, 1981).
Empirical support for this point comes from Scardamalia
& Steinbach (1984) who found that the use of spoken cues
and questions from leaders enhanced the self-reflective
capabilities of students engaged in personal narrative
writing.
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Models of Development that Inform Autobiography
In part, the literary concepts that help to define
the development of autobiography cited above have
parallel notions fashioned in the field of structural
developmental psychology. Indeed, my knowledge of the
latter shaped my observations of the students in Writing
About Experience, and helped me to be receptive to the
fact that people were changing as a result of
documenting, revising, and rethinking their life
experience in the writing course. While it remains
quite difficult to target the specific nature of these
changes, even with the finely crafted lenses of the
developmental theories I will address below, it was
often possible to intuitively assign the students into
two groups as the course got underway each semester.
For some, rationales for individual action were
externally based, while others were able to access some
internal justification for the decisions they made and
carried out in their life. For the former group, the
weekly assignments and revisions were carried out
precisely as they were prescribed, with little
independent thinking exercised, while the latter group
frequently went well beyond the instructions of the
syllabus and returned with increasing levels of
enthusiasm and excitement about the process of writing
for self-reflection. One might cite developmental
differences to account for these distinctions.
For support, I have considered several theorists on
the process of becoming critically reflective . Several
(Perry, 1979; Kegan, 1982: Weinstein & Alschuler, 1985)
have their thinking rooted in the view of development
fashioned by Jean Piaget, who held that knowledge about
the world is constructed through an interactive
relationship between the individual and her environment
and is structured along a sequence of discrete stages
.
For Piaget, the stages inform those who are analyzing
development, and do not rest as an aim in themselves
(Gruber & Voneche, 1977). Stages offer views of distinct
ways individuals have of organizing and interacting with
the stimuli from their environment, and hold to some
basic principles of definition* According to Shapiro &
Wallace (1977) and Weinstein & Sweitzer (personal
communication, Amherst, MA, Fall, 1984) developmental
stages have the following enduring characteristics
:
invariant in sequence
universal in their applicability
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discontinuous in that the properties of one
stage are completely distinct from those of the
next higher position
asymmetrical in terms of shape, duration of
stage, and how the stage is experienced across
individuals. Piaget calls this unevenness
horizontal decalage. The pull from the next
stage creates disequilibrium within the
individual and promotes development (Gruber &
Voneche, 1977)
.
coherent in that the capacities of stage are
suited to different tasks associated with the
skill level attained stable characteristics
associated with the stage over time
Another set of parameters for approaching questions
about the nature of development was outlined by Fischer,
Hand, and Russell (1984) in their treatment of the
nature of formal operations, Piaget 's final stage of
development. As with Gardner (1985), who postulated the
existence of multiple intelligences, Fischer, Hand, &
Russell saw no evidence of a unified mind, but instead .
found skills associated with specific levels of
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abstractions which were acquired in specific contexts.
The strength of one skill did not necessarily infer the
strength of others across domains; thus, discrete
cognitive levels were associated with specific skill
structures. For Fischer, Hand, & Russell (1984), the
presence of skills in one domain within an abstraction
level speaks to the likelihood that specific skills in
other domains within that structural level have the
potential for growth (i.e. to be synchronous) given the
proper contextual support
.
Fischer, Hand, & Russell (1984) find it important
for educators and psychologists to bear in mind that
individuals will not often operate at an optimal level
of functioning without the challenge and support to do
so. Moreover, they will attempt tasks associated with
the next higher level of complexity ( e . g . multiplication
:
6x3=?) by simplifying them according to our present
structural level (e,g. adding 6 three times to yield the
answer 18) before ultimately accommodating to the newer
skill level
.
Educational and/or therapeutic inventions, then,
should take this need for challenge with support into
account by offering tasks associated with the next
higher developmental level ("Stage + 1") as the goal for
students to work toward. Those instructing students to
write about themselves would be included in the charge
to understand differing individual capacities for self
analysis, other strengths notwithstanding.
Autobiographical Writing and the Perry Scheme
For many educators who are familiar with the
writings of cognitive developmentalists of the Piagetian
tradition, William Perry's works are among those which
receive frequent consideration, particularly relative to
working with college students (Basseches, 1984;
Battaglini & Schenkat, 1987; Beleny, et al., 1986;
Daloz; 1987; Hays, Brandt, & Chantry, 1988; Ivey, 1986;
Kurfiss, 1983; Moore, 1988; Perry 1970). My first
experience with a developmental viewpoint came with a
Lee Knefelkamp/William Perry lecture at a meeting of the
National Academic Advising Association in 1980. Since
that time, the Perry Scheme has shaped much of my work
with college students, and no less so with the students
of Writing About Experience.
Perry's scheme identifies the progression of
epistemological development that begins with the voice
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of dualism, wherein the individual is embedded in a
right/wrong, we/they, black/white orientation to
knowledge of the world (Perry, 1970). As one next
discovers grey zones where competing Authorities offer
constrasting points of view, the world of multiplicity
is entered with the hope of finding the "right"
authority who will provide the still externally defined
answer out there somewhere. The move into relativism is
accompanied by growing awareness that truth is
contextual
.
Ultimately, the individual experiences an
"epistemological flip" where answers are internally
defined. As the acceptance of uncertainty builds, so
does the capacity for commitment within relativism where
personal choices and values are honored, notwithstanding
the existence of other choices and truths which may be
more appropriate and acceptable for others. (Kurfiss;
1981; Perry, 1981; Tarule, 1976)
For those in Perry's dualist "position", answers to
Truth are found in the voice of Authority. In academic
circles, these voices are those of the faculty, which
dualistic students listen to attentively. I shared a bus
seat with a University of Minnesota English professor
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today who complained that the students were feeding back
his bad jokes on tests and papers in spite of his
unrelenting efforts to encourage them to adopt a more
discriminating attitude toward his lectures. This is
classic dualism, as would be described by Perry, which
can make teaching a writing class a particularly
challenging experience (Hays, 1988; Van Hecke, 1989).
Dualistic thinking in a class on writing about the self
is especially limiting, as the notion of a voice
independent of authority is non-existent in the
epistemological organization of the dualist thinker.
Consequently, as noted above, with very little
internalizing on the student's part, the writing
exercises , however personally centered , are completed
with attention to instructions. Also, Hays (1988) and
Van Hecke (1989) shared our experience in the writing
course that students embedded in dualism revise only
those sections of papers where instructors have made
comments
.
Daloz (1987) and Burke (personal communication,
June, 1988) stated that many adult learners who have
attained relativistic thinking in some contexts in their
lives, retreat to the dualist voice—particularly in
classes in writing or math. It is easy to understand
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their reaction given the black and white orientation to
teaching writing and math that has historically typified
educational systems' approach to basic skills'
instruction. Burke has attempted to work with female
math avoidants at Ithaca College by personalizing the
learning experience. Burke created an interaction
between the formal concepts of math and the lives of the
individuals. Students found that math may indeed have a
place in their lives after years of feeling alienated
from and/or rejected by the subject. The "retreat" into
dualism for the relativist writing student is typically
temporary once they have gone beyond the period of being
new to the academic community.
To help dualistically oriented UWW writing students
to begin to appreciate that their internal audience is
as real and worthwhile as that represented by Authority,
the oral recitations of weekly writings in peer groups
help to create the developmental tension within the
learners that perhaps their voices do have a place that
can no longer be ignored or undeveloped. These efforts
speak to the point raised by Welch (1987) that orality
can enhance literacy by building the voice within
through the spoken word. The groups also attend to the
social learning value of modeling by peers, and the
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groups' diversity is structured to provide for the
"Stage +1" exposure to the next higher developmental
level in order to stimulate students to move beyond
their position.
Me^gyring Epl^temological Growth Usin g thf^ T.^nc
Perrv Srh^mP
Daloz (1987) writes eloquently of his most capable
work of guiding the students through the transfor-
mational journey of finding their own voice, and used a
rating measure associated with the Perry scheme as one
of several yardsticks to measure student growth. The
first to apply any quantitative measure to William
Perry's work was Lee Knefelkamp, whose Measure of
Intell GctuB.1 DsvGlopwBnt (MID) was introduced in the
1970s. This instrument uses essay content that is
evaluated by expert raters of epistemological
positioning along Perry ' s scheme . Several other Perry
measures have appeared in more recent years : The
Measure of Epistemological Reflection (MER) by Baxter
Magolda and Porterfield (as cited in Moore, 1989), and
Moore's (1988) Learning Environment Preferences (LEP)^
both paper and pencil tests which measure Perry Scheme
positions by having students describe the "holding
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environment" in educational settings for which they are
best suited. Unlike the MID and MER, Moore's LEP does
not require the use of trained raters to make Perry-
assessments. Moore, then, sacrifices the richness of a
dialectical analysis gained through the exchange of an
interview for the practical utility of the objectivity
of a paper and pencil test.
Hays (personal communication, June, 1988) has
performed raw text analysis on freshmen compositions
using a Perry rating team. Hays feels there is codable
material in the students' writing that could warrant a
Perry rating without having to follow the prescribed
procedures of the MID or MER, In light of the parallels
between Hays ' work and the questioning interventions
with UWW students and their writing tasks, it would
follow that the products of the Writing About Experience
course, the portfolios, might be worthy of a similar
analysis relative to the Perry Scheme.
Mezirow and Perspective Transformation
From the world of adult education research, I have
found the writings of Jack Mezirow on the topic of
perspective transformation address differences among the
students in the writing class relative to more complex
levels of self reflection and identity formation.
Mezirow (1981) defines his construct of perspective
transformation in the following manner:
Perspective transformation is the emancipatory
process of becoming critically aware of how and
why the structure of psycho-cultural assumptions
came to constrain the way we see ourselves and
our relationships, reconstituting this structure
to permit a more inclusive and discriminating
integration of experience and acting on new
understandings . (1981
, p. 6)
Throughout our discussion of the forms and purpose
of autobiography, the effort to use this form of writing
to establish new perspectives that provide the firm
foundation for new meanings about self and other would
receive Mezirow ' s endorsement as a positive approach to
perspective transformation. Moreover , the repeated
emphasis that personal narratives should be selecting
dramatic themes representative of the cutting edge of
our experience (Rose, 1987; Welch, 1987) echoes
Mezirow's (1981) claim his 10-step model of perspective
transformation must begin with a strong dilemma/crisis
to effect the transformation process:
1. Begin with a disorienting dilemma
2. Engage in self examination
3* Undertake a critical assessment of personally
internalized role assumptions and a sense of
alienation
4. relating one's discontent to similar experiences
of others or to public issues—recognizing that
one's problem is shared and not exclusively a
private matter
5. Exploring options for new ways of acting
6. Building competence and self-confidence in new
roles
7. Planning a course of action
8. Acquiring knowledge and skills for implementing
one's plans
9. Provisioning efforts to try new roles and to
assess feedback
10. Reintegrate into society society based on
conditions dictated by the new perspective
(1981, p. 7)
Mezirow's steps to transformation have been
criticized as being limited to existential thought and
not fully supportive of transformation on a social
issues level (Collard & Law, 1989). Actually, though,
Mezirow's reply speaks to the capability of the
individual's transformation to effect social change,
thus embracing one of the broader contexts through which
to view personal change. Mezirow believes meaning
perspectives can touch sociocultural crises with equal
ability as they address distortions of the epistemic
(e.g. dualistic thinking) and psychic (e.g. carrying
childhood fears into adulthood) dimensions of the self
as well. Other writer's on the subject of
self-determination (Aboulafia, 1986) lend support for
Mezirow's notion of the self as agent in shaping these
distinct dimenions of the individual. Graphically,
Damon and Hart's (1982) cube depicts this relationship
between the constitutuent parts of the "Me" (physical,
active, social, and spiritual) and the aspect of self,
the "I", which mediates those acts which are strictly
subjective (sense of continuity, distinctness, volition,
and self-reflection) . Damon and Hart's path to self
understanding mirrors Mezirow's steps to perspective
transformation.
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Mezirow's work has supported the curricular designs
of re-entry programs for returning adults which are
similar to the spirit of the University Without Walls,
and his 10-step progression has just now begun to be
quantified as an outcome measure for certain learning
populations. (Mezirow, personnal communication, April,
1989) His call for critical reflection during times of
confusion in life finds support among lifespan
developmental thinkers who see the greatest potential
for growth when the old assumptions about living no
longer easily apply (Gould, 1978; Kegan; 1982; Perry;
1970;).
Basseches and Dialectical Thinking
Basseches (1985) offers a very elaborate but
sensitive scheme focusing on dialectical thinking in
adult cognitive experience life, which is most apparent
when carved out on paper through autobiographical
writing. "Dialectic refers to the process by which
structured wholes, forms or systems, evolve and change."
(p. 217) Therefore, his developmental scheme attends to
those "postformal" changes which occur in adult
thinking, often concerning the tension between the real
and the ideal. Basseches sees the periods of doubt and
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confusion that typify major adult transitions as being
especially fruitful times for development to occur;
thus, these predictable crises should be fostered in our
educational interventions. Basseches goes beyond full
formal operational thought into the realm of the
dialectic, where one places the former's appreciation of
the real into a dialectic relationship with the ideal.
In essence, an endeavor to think "inter-systemically"
toward the search for truth.
In light of the level of maturity for many of the
students at the University Without Walls, a fair
majority whose cognitive development has attained a
level of dialectical thinking, Basseches' ideas have
particular relevance to the work in Writing About
Experience. Quite often, portfolio case studies are
centered around topics involving two distinct concerns
which both need to be accommodated.
For example, how does the plant manager keep
operating costs at a level acceptable to the stock
holders, while at the same time keep salaries and
benefits of employees high enough to insure full
productivity? In their writing, then, students are
often asked to compare systems, philosophies, and other
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wholly formed constructs in order to gain ample academic
credit for their experience. Their inability to do so
may be in part due to their not having fully developed
their capacity for full formal and post-formal levels of
reasoning.
Basseches and Social Perspective-Taking
Another variable to consider is the students'
capacity to combine logic with social reasoning in
service of their being able to understand and coordinate
social elements in the world around them. . .particularly
in the world of work. Piaget found social cognition
exceptionally difficult to quantify, unlike his work in
the physical realm of behavior. (Muuse, 1982) For an
individual to succeed in the social world, she must be
able to pick up the social cues relevant to the
circumstance, which can change at any time.
Failure to acquire social awareness, understanding,
and flexibility can present an obstacle to social
cognitive growth. The development of social cognition
depends greatly on a cycle of continued (1) interaction,
(2) change, (3) adjustment, (4) coordination, and then
on to the next (!') interaction, etc. Erikson regards
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the acquisition of these coordinating skills as formal
operations that evolves in adolescence, and which is
crucial to identity development (Enright & Deist, 1979)
Basseches used his interest in dialectical thinking
to build on Kolhberg's stages of moral development and
Selman's work on interpersonal understanding to extend a
stage theory of social perspective-taking into
adulthood. (Basseches, 1986) His five-stage scheme
echoes the work of Kohlberg and Selman in stages 1-4,
detailing movement away from egocentricity toward a
societal perspective; in Stage 5, Basseches adds the
dimension of postformal reasoning or the dialectic:
Stage 1 (A-f-B): Social behavior controlled out of
fear of loss of personal rewards, avoidance of
punishment.
Stage 2 (A-f-B): Social behavior mediated by
cooperation with ones similar to oneself, with whom
reciprocal agreements can be established.
Stage 3 (A+B)i Social behavior mediated by group
whose norms and formal procedures must be observed to
preserve the integrity of the group.
Basseches' Stages of Social Perspective-Taking (cont.)
Stage 4 (A-f-B): Social behavior governed by social
systems, whose operations need to be attended to in
order to maintain the systems.
Stage 5 (A+B)i Social behavior influenced by
transformations of existing systems to presumed ideals
of a universal nature.
Basseches (1984) described stage attainment (level
"A") as having the awareness of the demands of the stage
(e.g. social systems), and stage progression (level "B")
as the demonstrated ability to understand and influence
the social world associated with the stage. Basseches
(1986) believes enhancing workers' awareness and under-
standing of the workplace is an ideal method of
facilitating social perspective-taking development along
the continuum outlined above. By varying roles and
tasks they assume on the job, employees can begin to
appreciate, and ultimately influence, the group and
systemic forces that regularly affect their work world.
Clearly, structured, analytical narrative writing can
also contribute significantly to workers' gaining a
richer appreciation of the complex world at work.
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Weinstein & Alschuler Self Knowledge Development
Weinstein and Alschuler (1985) offer a structural
view of self-knowledge development that clearly
parallels much of the analysis of autobiographical
writing presented above. In their four-stage model
documenting the form of one ' s knowledge of self
,
independent of any evaluative exercise related to
self-esteem, Weinstein and Alschuler separate the
knowing process into experience, which entails all of a
person's conscious sensations, feelings and thoughts;
mental operations , the schemata which collect and
organize the raw experiential data; and self-describing
behaviors , or verbal actions that record experience.
Analyzing data gathered from a self-report instrument,
the Experience Recall Test, Weinstein and Alschuler
articulated a progression through stages of self
knowledge development that begins with only an elemental
understanding of the world based on random, undif-
ferentiated and external descriptions of experience. The
succeeding ability to organize these elements in a
situational context demonstrates the developing capacity
for an individual to have an internal voice in
describing experience. Finding themes and organizing
our world with some consistency over time and place
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represents the even more elaborate ability to identify
patterns in our experience. The final stage in
Weinstein and Alschuler's theory of Self Knowledge
Development is transformational, where the ability to
see patterns and themes in our lives is combined with
the added capability of acting upon them with some
corrective intent. (Sweitzer, 1985)
As the reader recalls Hayden White's description of
annals, chronicles, and histories, it is clear that
Weinstein and Alschuler's work offers a psychological
understanding of writers' ability or inability to move
beyond a factual account of their world to a more
analytical treatment of their experience. In the
Writing About Experience class, the most work seems to
be focused on getting students to go beyond a
situational description of their work experience to
where they can begin to identify themes and issues, or
patterns, that appear consistently in their world and in
that of others across the profession. Aufenanger (1985)
claims that the quality of reflective thinking needed
for autobiographical writing presumes the ability of the
writer to be able to comprehend patterns in the life
experience
.
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Measuring Sel f
-Knowledge Developmenf
Sweitzer (1985) offers a thorough analysis of the
transformation of self-knowledge measurement in his own
work that focused on the Pattern stage of Weinstein and
Alschuler's theory. The most recent product is the
Experience Recall Test-2, which initially asks an
individual to scan her memory for events of importance
and to select one memory that was representative of a
problem for analysis. The examinee then responds to a
series of questions that reflect competencies at each of
the four self-knowledge stage levels. The questions
raised in the ERT-2 written form are analogous to those
of the Critical Event Inventory (Arum, Blouin, & Avery,
1981) and have relevance to the observation cited above
that many autobiographical writers have difficulty going
beyond description into an analytical perspective of
their lives.
Kegan's Subject-Object Theory
Robert Kegan's (1982) work on the evolutionary path
of meaning making as a means of addressing the
psychology of the self is particularly relevant as a
developmental theory for the study of autobiography.
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Kegan and his colleagues are concerned with under-
standing the "balance" (which they prefer to the word
"stage") between that which we are able to organize in
our experience (or that which is object to us) and the
aspect of our self that does the organizing (to which we
are subject and in which we are embedded)
. Kegan
identified a series of five balances which reflect the
movement through eras of increasing objectivity relative
to one's internal and external environment. Of
particular importance to the analysis of autobio-
graphical writing is the progression from Regan's Stage
3 (the interpersonal balance) where one is subject to
one's relationships, to Regan's stage 4, the
institutional balance, (where one has relationships but
subject to one's self system), and finally to stage 5,
the in terindi vidual . where one has the capacity to be
self correcting and open for intimacy (Regan; 1982)
.
For the autobiographical writer, the shift from stage 3
to stage 4 represents the ability to begin to adopt an
internal voice about one's values, needs, and attitudes
in the world. The latter is an important first step
toward critical reflection.
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Measuring Subieci—object Bal ances
The principal technique for assessing the
subject/object level of an individual requires the
administration of 10 cards with separate conflict themes
represented on each card: anger, torn, anxious /nervon. ,
success, strong
, stand/conviction, sad , moved/touched ,
lost something, change, important to Tnf> . (Lahey, et al.
1988) The subject is then guided through a 90-minute
interview where he can relate any information about his
life that is pertinent to one or more of those topics.
The administrator asks questions that probe more for
developmental structure {"Why is that important to you")
rather than content. The intent is to keep the
individual working through the problem at the optimal
level of his development capacity in order to make an
assessment of that which he is subject to in his
experience, and that which he able to manipulate at an
objective level. (Kegan, personal communication, 1986)
Lahey, et al. (1988) explain this "looking for the
cutting edge" in greater detail:
If the speaker is literally unable to reflect on
this bigger question, despite our providing
opportunities for her to do so, then we might
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begin to speculate that this speaks not only to
B^^erence but epistemological ca^acit^. In other
words, if the speaker cannot demonstrate any
knowledge of her being an active party to what she
experiences, then we hypothesize that she is
Mnable to do so, and that we have discovered her
growing edge. (1988, p. 37)
Clearly, the above quotation from the Guide to the
Subject-Object Interview: its Administration and
Interpretation, speaks to the critical issue for the
teacher of autobiography. Some students will not be
able to arrive at a more critically reflective analysis
of their life experience because of the lack of the
epistemological tools to do so. The administration
procedure of the Subject-Object Interview closely
parallels the kind of questioning that is carried on in
Writing About Experience; perhaps there is the potential
to perform a subject-object balance analysis on written
work (Kegan, Personal Communication, November, 1988).
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There are many other developmentalists who have
contributed significantly to this area of constructing
one's world in an increasingly more complex manner
through life (Broughton, 1978, 1982, 1983; Erikson &
Erikson, 1981; Harre
, 1984; Maslow, 1968; Stevens-Long,
1979). Of those, one of the more seminal thinkers in
this domain of cognitive and clinical psychology is Gil
Noam. Noam (1985) brings together the life cycle theory
of Erikson, Kohlberg's Moral Development theory,
Loevenger's ego development theory, Piagefs theory of
intellectual development, and Selman's model of
interpersonal perspective development to embrace a more
complete analysis of how we construct meaning about
ourselves and others through the life span. Mirroring
Selman and Regan's stages of increasing competence in
distinguising self from other, Noam fashioned a model
that addresses not only stage progression through
discrete structures, but demonstrates the complimentary
relationship such movement has with one's life tasks
(Phases) and one's preferred relation to others (Style)
in the world (Noam, 1985)
.
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Noa. emphasizes the importance of biography and
transformation in individuals, and chooses the words
the^ata and schemata to differentiate between our (1)
continuous sense of self that is traced through a life
thread and (2) the cognitive representations of our
experience, respectively. Themata do not progress
through a stage sequence and can only be known
qualitatively, whereas we can assign a very structured
stage sequence to schematic thinking (Noam, personal
communication. May, 1989). Of greatest interest to
one's work in autobiography, is Noam's consideration of
the historical and linguistic influences that shape
development; indeed, he charges other developmentalists
to be more mindful of these factors in examining how
development is fostered. His measures of these
constructs are also carried out in interview form. The
Self Interview, focuses on the understanding of clients'
phasic tasks in combination with an analysis of their
internal reasoning about the choices they make
interpersonally (Noam, personal communication, 1989).
Since this measure is standardized only on adolescent
populations, its utility for our concern with adult
autobiography is unclear.
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Conclusion
The development of the self that is discussed
throughout the literature on autobiography has the
- potential to be more formally explored through one or
-ore of the measures on structural cognitive development
discussed in this paper. The matrices of meaning making
are complex (Candy, 1985), and the potential for
reflective writing to enhance and bring to consciousness
the meaning making process is considerable (Boud, Keogh,
Walker, 1985; Schwartz, 1987; Wittier, 1983).
The words employed by literary scholars to discuss
movement through personal narratives (e.g. figure,
person, self, individual) have a close relation to the
metaphors employed by the Piagetian school of structural
cognitive developmentalists (e.g. imperial, inter-
personal, institutional, interindividual)
. It would be
important to understand now if the lens of the develop-
mentalist can be applied more directly to analyzing the
content of an autobiography. Given the structure of the
written narratives of the students at the University
Without Walls, their portfolios would seem to parallel
the products of the interviews used by the developmental
theorists to determine empirically levels of
7li
episte^ological development, self-knowledge, and meaning
making
.
The developmental measures discussed above have
utility in analyzing narrative text, but not all of them are
equally appropriate for the task at hand. For example, the
Perry Scheme measures, while widely researched and validated
as intellectual developmental instruments, focus more on the
classroom environment than the work world arenas of UWW
writers. Moreover, a text analysis using the Perry Scheme
would be a duplication of Hays' (1988) excellent work in
rating the raw text of undergraduate writing samples.
Mezirow (personal communication. April, 1990) endorsed
notion of studying autobiographical text in the context of
revealing indicators of perspective transformation.
Regretably. his theory has a very limited applied history,
which ruled out its utility for this study.
My own clinical perceptions of the developmental
movement of the UWW students in class suggested that
measures capturing the writers' meaning making and self-
reflective capacities would be most relevant to the purpose
of the study. Consequently, the subject-object theory of
Kegan (1982) and the self-knowledge development work of
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Weinstein and Alschuler (1985), and Sweit.er (1985). clearly
represented a positive
.atch to the research goals of the
study. Furthermore, my personal experience training as a
rater of the Subject Object Interview and the Experience
Recall Test
- 2 gave me the insight to unfold the
constructive developmental research possibilities of the UWW
portfolios, and the confidence to apply these two measures
in the Pilot Study of the UWW students' narratives.
Finally, following the Pilot Study, when it became
clear that one developmental model was needed to adequately
measure self-development in the work domain, the social
perspective-taking model of Basseches (1984, 1986), with its
specific emphasis on the work environment, played the
strongest role in reflecting the elements of portfolio-
writing that are most closely aligned with constructive
development
.
CHAPTER III
METHODS
Phase I - Development of Coding Systems
Participants
The participants in the study were 20 students from
the University Without Walls, the adult degree program
of the University of Massachusetts. The participants'
names were randomly selected from the roster of students
who were enrolled in the University Without Walls
program between the time period 1985-1989. The students
selected included only those whose identity and UWW work
were unknown to me prior to the study. The sample
population also included only those who have already
given written permission to UWW to have their work
available fo-r instructional use and/or research.
The participants received a letter (see Appendix A)
requesting their informed consent (See Appendix B) to
have their portfolios analyzed. The consent process was
approved by the Human Subjects Committee of the School
of Education at the University of Massachusetts.
Procedures
The UWW Experienc e of the Participants
The University Without Walls (UWW) opened in 1971
as an alternative degree program for returning adult
learners of the University of Massachusetts at Amherst.
A primary mission of the UWW program was to provide
students with an opportunity to receive college credit
for what they had learned in life outside the classroom.
An important role for UWW advisors, then, became the
task of helping students (such as the participants in
this study) to select and translate their experiential
learning into the language of academe. The vehicle
chosen for the job was the "prior learning portfolio".
The participants' backgrounds were well suited to
the unique academic experience at UWW. Most were highly
experienced workers coming from fields such as
accounting, small business management, public utility
administration, and human services. For them, the
opportunity to record their life experience for academic
credit via the prior learning portfolio was the most
practical method to obtain an undergraduate degree.
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The Prior Learning Portfolio
The prior learning portfolio has many forms in
adult degree programs nationally. The participants of
the study were enrolled in one of the few programs
across the country which requires its students write
portfolios which are extensive, analytical,
problem-focused narratives about their work experience.
UWW standardized the instruction provided to help
students write their portfolios. The course developed
for this purpose is Writing About Experience, which also
fulfills the University of Massachusetts' junior year
writing requirement for UWW students. For the study, I
selected portfolios of those students who were enrolled
in Writing About Experience between 1985-1989.
The participants had to complete prior learning
portfolios with three major sections: Introduction,
Case Studies, and Conclusion or Operating Principles
.
The students typically used the Introduction to chart
their career path to the work they will be describing;
The Case Studies sections were a discussions of two or
three work problems that offer a presentation of the
students' skills learned on the job; The Conclusion was
reserved for a summary of the operating principles the
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students adhere to as professionals in their field. For the
portfolio review committees, the last section provided a
look into the participants' personal theories about their
work
.
Prior T,earninfr Tr'-flit
Academic credit is awarded to UWW prior learning
portfolios on the basis of comparison to undergraduate
curricula: Those subjects who wrote descriptively about
their life experience were matched with students in
introductory course learning, and received up to 15 credits
for their presentation. Students who described their work
and analyzed the nature and events of their profession,
received advanced course recognition of 16 - 30+ credits.
DgVe i OPment of a System to Code Prior Lf^arnin^ Portfo1in«
For the sake of clarity, I will first discuss my
adapting the Kegan (1982) and Weinstein and Alschuler (1985)
self-developmental scoring systems, more commonly used with
interview protocols. It will be clear that my selecting
these measures for the coding procedures of Formal Study
grew out my experience using them in the preliminary
analysis of five portfolios. After describing my exerience
using the subject-object and self-knowledge development
models in the Pilot Study, I will discuss the perceived need
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to utilize an additional theoretical
.odel. namely
Basseches-
,1984) scheme of social perspective-taking, to
address development within the context of work environments
Subject-Object Balances (Kegan, 1982
Kegan sees the development of the self as a
negotiation of subject-object balances. As we grow, we
assume the increasing epistemological capacity to objectify
our experience, and to organize what we know. Kegan
identified five, distinct structures ("balances"),
or, to use Piagefs terms, "points of eau il i nn, "
(Kegan, 1982). The movement between stages, Piaget's
°^ disgquilibrinni", marks the transition toward
the more complex level of making meaning.
Subject-Object Stages 1 - 5 {Points of Equilibrium)
1 Impulsive {Subject = Impulses, perceptions
{Object = Reflexes (sensing, moving)
1(2) 1/2 2/1 2(1) Transitional positions
(Points of disequilibrium
)
2 Imperial {Subject = Needs, wishes, interests
{Object = Impulses, perceptions
2(3) 2/3 3/2 3(2)
Subject-Object Stages (continued)
3 Interpersonal {Subject = The Interpersonal
{Object = Needs, Wishes, Goals
3(4) 3/4 4/3 4(3)
4 Institutional {Subject = Authorship, identity
{Object = The Interpersonal
4(5) 4/5 5/4 5(4)
5 Inter-Individual {Subject = Interpenetrability
of self systems
{Object = Authorship, identity,
psychic administration
The stage positions mark the points where one
possesses the full capacity assigned to that stage. For
example, John, in Stage 3 - Mutuality, has developed the
ability to take on Dad's point of view. John will
subordinate his needs and interests (beyond Stage 2)
out of consideration for the feelings and attitudes of
his Dad.
The transition points (e.g. 3(4), 4/3) indicate
growth toward acquiring the epistemological capacities
of the next highest stage, but not fully. For example,
John at 3/4 has grasped that he has goals for himself
that may be distinct from Dad's wishes for him, but he
has not arrived at a point where he is independent of
Dad's influence on his decisions (i.e. stage 4 -
Authorship, Identity, Psychic Administration)
.
Scoring Guidelines for Subject-Object Balances
Kegan and his associates developed the Subject-
Object Interview to obtain evidence of subject-object
structures in the transcriptions of probing, oral
interviews (Lahey, Souvaine, Kegan, et al., 1988). In
the interview, the subjects' responses to questions
about areas of conflict within their lives are used to
measure how an individual organizes her interpersonal
and intrapersonal experience. Following the interview,
the resulting transcript is reviewed for evidence of
structure (subject-object information) in the text.
Scores are derived from the five distinct stage points
(e.g. 1,2,3,4,5), and the sixteen points of transition
(e.g. 2(3), 2/3, 3/2, etc.) listed above. An overall
score is assigned based on the existence of three (3)
"bits" (units of analysis of structure) that confirm the
highest rating hypothesis.
In scoring the UWW portfolios, I made the followin
changes in the Subject-Object Ji^tervieF. scoring
guidelines
:
1. I excluded all of the ratings from Stage 1 up
to 2a;~{i.e., 1, 1(2), 1/2, 2/1, 2{l)j
As Kegan's theory suggests, people with the
intellectual sophistication to reach higher
education organize minimally at a Stage 2
level (Lahey et al
. , 1988).
2. I assigned distinct numerical values to the
transition points between stages for ease of
statistical analysis. As an example, I will
use the progression from Kegan's Stage 2 - '
Stage 3:
Stage 2 =2.0
2(3) = 2.2 For overall scores only
2/3 =2.4
3/2 =2.6
3(2) = 2. S
Stage 3 =3.0
Self-Knowledge Development (Weinstein & Alschuler, 1985)
Weinstein and Alschuler (1985) wrote of
self-knowledge development as a process which occurs in
an invariant, hierarchical progression. There are four
stage of self-knowledge development: Elemental,
Situational, Pattern, and Transformation. Sweitzer
(1985) offers an outline of the stages:
The Elemental Stage - Descriptions of experience
are given in overt, observable aspects which could be
observed by anyone. Internal thoughts or feelings are
absent in the descriptions. The elements described are
out of sequence, with no connecting whole.
The Situational Stage - Internal thoughts and
feelings are now expressed in descriptions of
experience, in addition to cause and effect
relationships. Elements become organized in situations,
but the situations are not seen as happening over time
in some consistent pattern.
The Pattern Stage - Situations are now seen to
occur in patterns, and internal responses are now
applied to consistent situations. People at the pattern
stage, though, do not take an internal action to correct
a problematic pattern.
The Transformational Stage - People at the
transformational stage level are able to take an
internal action to correct a difficult pattern. The
self has the ability to be its own regulator.
Scoring Guidelines for Self
-Knowledge Development
Weinstein and Alschuler devised the Experience
Recall Test to measure self-knowledge development. Its
revision, The Experience Recall Test2 (or ERT2)
,
by
Sweitzer and Weinstein in 1984, offered a more in-depth
probing of recalled experience than the first measure.
In the ERT2, subjects are asked to complete a
questionnaire about an important and/or difficult time
in their life. The questions asked in the ERT2 are
designed to probe for responses that point to the
examinee's self-knowledge development. A scoring
procedure finds the evaluator reviewing the written
responses for codable "bits" when the text reveals
evidence of the four stages: Elemental, Situational,
Pattern, and Transformational. The highest score found
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in^the text analysis is considered the overall score of
the rating.
In scoring the initial five (pilot study) UWW
portfolios for self-knowledge development, I made a
modification of the ERT2 scoring procedure. I devised
numerical rating system with seven (7) coding levels t
capture the stages of self-knowledge development and
their transitions:
Self-Knowledoe Staae Score
Elemental 1.0
Elemental/Si tuational 1.5
Situational 2.0
Situational/Pattern 2.5
Pattern 3.0
Pattern/Transformational 3.5
Transformational 4.0
Results of the Pilot Study
The principal constructs measured in this initial
analysis of five (5) portfolios were subject-object
balance and self-knowledge development:
Subject-Object Balance Scoring Results
Subject-Object balance ratings are recorded below,
with excerpts from the portfolios included to provide
the reader with examples of the viewpoint the writer is
using to construct meaning about their experience.
Pilot Case #1 Stage Range = >4
Example; "Most people see conflict as negative and
try to avoid it. I think that when conflict
arises, it should be seen as a chance to learn more
about yourself and the dynamics of the group you
are working with. As an individual in a group I
need to be affirmed, appreciated, and know I make a
difference to the group and other individuals."
(p. 15, lines 757-762; 772-776)
Analysis : One might infer a 3-ish construction to
the need to be valued by the writer's group
affiliates; therefore, a probe might entail exploring
the importance of group acceptance . But it seems also
likely that the writer regards both the group and
herself as separate institutions who function best when
working toward mutual understanding in an inter-
dependent, nearly 5-ish manner.
Pilot Case #2 Stage Range = >4
Example: Interpersonal conflict was inevitable.
As we worked through this stage, I listened to
concerns, welcomed input, and made necessary
decisions and adjustments. My focus, however,
was on the one value that we shared, quality care
for our clients, (p. 23, lines 1220-1226)
Analysis: The writer is referring to having
relationships that need attention rather than being
her relationships. The latter condition would
conceivably make it hard for her to separate out
interpersonal concerns in order to make decisions
in the objective manner she describes
.
Pilot Case #3 Stage Range = >4
Example: As a supervisor, I've learned the
importance of good solid training. Learning all
of this was an evolutionary process because I was
never trained to train. In time, I realized that
I had developed a training style that suited my
needs and the organization I work in. I feel
comfortable with the style and the results that I
get. (P. 29, linres 1558-1569)
I let my employees know that I care about them as
people. The job is not their whole life. There
is a whole other side to people that I find
fascinating and interesting. I try to provide an
ear for the employees, but I don't want to get
totally involved in the situation simply because
I am their boss. (p. 26, lines 1415-1434)
I realized then that I was handling my
subordinates the way my boss was handling me. My
boss had been imposing his style on me which I
later came to realize was not my style. Because
I had no training as a supervisor, I initially
looked upon him as my mentor. After I became a
little seasoned, I took stock of the situation
and realized that something had to be done,
(p. 16, lines 829-839)
Analysis : The writer discusses various qualities of her
style as a supervisor. In this last passage, she
clearly identifies a separation from an embedded, 3-ish
position relative to her former boss. She not only
manages her relationships with employees, she is able to
coordinate various systems of management toward
attaining the most appropriate leadership style.
Pilot Case #4 Stage Range =4(3) - 4
Example: Some of my fellow workers might think
that I question results and tests too often, but
I feel that being in the medical field is a
challenge to my integrity. I'd much rather
question a result than sign my name to a wrong
result, (p. 9, lines 462-468)
Analysis: More data is needed to explore the
need to perform with integrity. Whose "system" is the
writer attending to his own, which is most likely, or
some external influence?
Pilot Case #5 Stage Range = 3-ish
Example: In some ways the workshop was an
experience in "re-learn-ing" . Instead of writing
about things that happened to me or my family, I
began to dip into imagination again. What if in
mid-life you had a chance to change and enough
money to start anew without any ties? How could
that happened without tremendous loss of family
and friends? What if your family consisted of
now elderly parents
—
parents who had always kept
their distance? How about friends, though, how
about friends? (P. 5, lines 256-269)
Analysis: She begins by conceiving of a new self,
that initially appears to be liberating.
Her caution about the loss of friends and family is
puzzling. Again, more information is needed to
determine the real consequences to the self should
she lose her friends and family in this scenario.
Self-Knowledge Development Results
Table 3.1 offers a graphic summary of the
Self-Knowledge Development data from this Pilot Study
For each portfolio (case) the percentage of bits for
self-knowledge stage levels from Situation through to
Transformational follows the italicized raw score, or
total number of bits found for that stage level. The
bits were predominantly full sentences extracted from
texts that averaged over 2,000 lines per portfolio.
Table 3.1
Self-Knowledge Development Results
from the Pilot Study
^ a c A Situation Sit/Pat Pattern Pat/Trans Tr
p-i 91 (69%) 25 (9%) 13 (10%) 3 (3%)
P-2 55 (98%) 4 (2%)
P-3 67 (72%) 16 (17%) 10 (11%)
P-4 64 (84%) 11 (15%) 1 ( 1%)
P-5 31 (65%) 4 (8%) 8 (17%) 3 (6%) 2
One example of transformational self-knowledge
,
excerpted from Pilot Case # 5, offers a model of the
analysis given to reviewing bits of codable text:
waiting for a red light, or in a line
at the bank is no longer a source of
frustration, it is a learning
experience. (p. 5, lines 790 - 794)
Analysis : The writer is referring to an internal action
(making obstacles meaningful experiences) to alter an
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inter..l res.ons. (frustration) to identic., pattern
(waiting)
,
The patterns and
transformations that Weinstein and Alschuler (1985) describe
as internal states, emerged in some sections of the
portfolios as others' patterns and life changes that were
independent of the writ*^r'c i r^^^.^v.lr,„^er s internal experience. While this
external dimension of was not considered relevant to the
treatment of sel f
-knowedge as defined by Weinstein (Personal
communication, April, 1988), it seemed an important
accommodation to make in light of the following rationale:
While this added dimension of self-knowledge
development is referred to as "external self-knowledge"
throughout the subsequent discussions of the Formal Study,
this phenomenon would be more appropriately termed the
recognition of the patterns and transformations of fellow
workers and/or clients discussed in the texts. The UWW
portfolios' strong focus on interactions at work provides
ample opportunities for the writers' to discuss the
internal processes of colleagues and supervisors. Indeed,
while the students often shyed away from writing explicitly
about various aspects of their own behavior in a reflective
manner, they commented quite elaborately on the
self-knowledge development of those around them in the
work world. As a supervisor, one writer (Pilot Case #3)
commented on the inability of one employee to be
motivated:
He was continually bored with the various projects
I assigned him to complete. He claimed he just
did not respond well to routine work...
He took stock of himself and finally resigned
because he was bored and needed to go elsewhere to
be challenged, (p. 11-12, lines 614-619)
Had the clerk described his own story, a Self-
Knowledge rater would have assigned a Pattern score to
his not responding well to routine work; and his
self-analysis and action in response to his boredom
would yield a Transformational score. The scoring
scheme would have failed^ to acknowledge the supervisor's
understanding of these processes in her description of
the employee, as she would customarily receive a
Situational score for account.
To address this measurement issue, I decided to
expand the Self-Knowledge Development scoring categories
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to include provisions for coding portfolio writers'
accounts of others- patterns (P.ttern-E.tern.l
> and
transformations (Tr.nsfor.ational-E^ternal). Because I
believe these recogniti ons of others' processes underlay the
acquisition of our own internal mechanisias of self-
knowledge. I assigned a .5 rating level^ the standard
ratings of Pattern-Internal and Tra^sfor.atio.ai-Z^ter.ai
.
The SK-Weight value was necessary to introduce as the
homogeneity of the scores on Self-Knowledge appeared to
offer limited information for analysis. The review of the
portfolios offered a rich array of data covering all
stages of Self-Knowledge Development, since writers and
speakers do not often use their highest developmental
capacity to communicate. To get a representation of
this spread of self-knowledge levels across each portfolio,
a weighted or tvpicftl Yflln^ for self-knowledge development
was computed for each subject. Using the formula ^^iPi
,
or the sum of the weights for each category multiplied by
the proportion in that category. For example, in Table 3.1,
for portfolio Pilot # 5, the subject's codable text totals
for Self-Knowledge Development were 65% Situational,
8% Sitation/Pattern, 17% Pattern, 6% for Pattern/
Transformation.! for Transformational. ' T,.
-i^i^ts assi,ne, to t.ese cat.,ori.s are 2.0, 2.5..
.s.O
respectively. t,us. tte
.ei^.teC self-,no.le,,e score
for sutject #5 „oul^
,,o,.e5> . 2.5 i. OS,
.3.01.X7,
' "+4.0(. 04) .
While examining the text for subject/object
material, it became apparent that the workplace
environment was a central focus of the portfolios, and
that more of the writer's attention was placed on the
relationship he/she had with their social world than on
themselves
•
For example, consider this excerpt from Pilot-1:
It is my belief that as we learn to treat people
we care about with respect and dignity, we can
take this lesson out into the world and promote
the vision of honoring differences and resolving
conflicts from this foundation. I think this
kind of personal exploration of conflicts in a
workplace can teach us something about how to
make change possible on a larger scale. in my
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opinion the correction of unjust social
conditions on a global scale will only come about
when individuals learn how to live and work
together cooperatively. (p. 14, 739-755)
Or, from a less universalist but nonetheless social
point of view, here is an excerpt from Pilot-5:
In each department, I have to be knowledgeable
about following the right procedures and to
obtain accurate test results so tliat I'm not held
liable for results that might have adversely
affected a patient.
In both excerpts, the writers are addressing the
issue of meaning-making, but from a perspective that
specifically addresses their role within the social
world of their workplace. It was clear that the
students' portfolios generated information about their
social perspective-taking ability, and a measure was
needed to gauge this developmental domain in a concrete
manner
.
A review of the work of Michael Basseches, a
constructive developmental psychologist from Harvard,
revealed his developing a five-level stage theory of
social perspective-taking based on the works of Melvin
Kohn, a sociologist, and Lawrence Kohlberg. Basseches'
scheme incorporated work-related behavioral dimensions
such as authority, job definition and security,
decision-making, and social relations at work. He
conceptualized development as the increasing capacity to
understand and influence the social dimensions of the
work environment, beginning with the one-to-one
relationship between employer and employee (Stage One),
and culminating with a meta-systemic analysis of one's
work relative to a universal ideal (Stage Five).
Summary of the Results of the Pilot Study
The initial review of five portfolios led to the
continued endorsement of the Self
-Knowledge Development
ERT2 coding system developed by Weinstein & Sweitzer
(1985). However, to accommodate meaningful accounts of
external workplace patterns and transformations by
portfolio writers, the coding system was amended to add
the categories Pattern-External (numerical value 3.0)
and Tranformational-External (numerical value 4.5).
To record typical values of self-knowledge development
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levels, a weighted score (SK-Weight) was conceived to
add a more distinct analysis to self-knowledge data.
The relative dearth of substantive bits outlining
Subject-Object Balance data led to the consideration of
an additional domain of meaning construction; namely,
social perspective-taking. The portfolio writing
process "pulls" for descriptions of others' self
development. Similarly, the task calls on the writer to
be very explicit about the work environment itself: How
is authority delegated/managed?; how and by whom is your
job defined?; how is conflict perceived/resolved?; what
are the social relations at work?
A social perspective-taking model developed by
Basseches (1984) provided the solution to the gap in
coding that seemed apparent after scoring the pilot
study portfolios. Basseches* five stages of increasing
cognitive complexity relative to understanding the work
world were considered, and the highest three of the five
were included in the study. The following is a brief
description:
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Social Perspertive-Takina
.si-.aaes 1 anci 2 (not used
in the study) .
Stage 1- No authority, job defined by others,
conflict resolved to avoid punishment, no other
perspective taken but one's own.
Stage 2 - Job still defined by others, authority is
delegated by boss, but mediated cooperatively among
co-workers. Job security depends on obedience.
Social Perspective-Taking Stages 3-5 (used in the
study)
.
Stage 3 (3.0, 3.25, 3.5. 3.75) - Groups now play a
formal role in the work world. Agreements are decided
contractually by the group, and job security depends
upon adhering to the norms of the group. Conflicts
resolved by conformity to group traditions.
Stage 4 (4.0, 4.25, 4.5, 4.75) - Systemic concerns
reign at this stage. Now there is an appreciation of
other workers in the system even though they have
different roles and job expectations. Job is defined
and held secure by self initiative and successful
administration, with authority maintained by a group of
overseers not daily involved with work. Conflicts
resolved to maintain system.
Stage 5 (5.0, 5.25, 5.5, 5.75) - The universal
ideal is considered beyond one's immediate social
systems. The focus is to seek transformation from
existing systems to ideal systems as dictated by
perceived universal needs. The self is autonomous, in
contact with unlimited relations, and is able to grasp
the perspective of all others from a universal view.
Data Reduction
Following the two developmental analyses of their prior
learning portfolios, each student received two (2)
overall ratings to be compared with the credit award;
Subject-Object Balance (X = a single score
from 16 possible scores ranging from 2.0 to 5.0)
Self-Knowledge Development Level (X = a single score
from 7 possible scores ranging from 1.0 to 4.0)
Following the Pilot Study, the third variable. Social
Perspective-Taking, was added for analysis. Each
student received an overall rating from this
developmental domain:
Social Perspective Taking Stage {X = a single score
from 12 possible scores ranging from 3.0 to 5.75)
Phase II - Stat istical Analyses of Developmental Ratings
and Academic Credit Awards of UWW Portfolios
Participants
I selected prior learning portfolios of twenty (20)
UWW students who were enrolled in the Writing About
Experience course during its years of standardized
instruction, 1985-1989. Five (5) of the portfolios were
drawn from the entire population using the Table of
Random Numbers. I used this first set of portfolios to
pilot the developmental coding systems for
autobiographical text analysis.
The remaining fifteen (15) portfolios were randomly
selected from three credit award categories, reflecting
distinct demonstrations of the students' abilities to
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describe and analyze their work experience in academic
terms
:
Group 1: 12 - 15 credits (N = 5) are portfolios
with descriptive writing and little
analysis.
Group 2: 20-24 credits (N = 5) suggest
moderate reflection and analysis in
writing
.
Group 3: 30+ credits (N = 5) are very analytic
and critically reflective portfolios.
The students' work was selected by colleagues to insure
that I was completely blind to the credit totals of the
portfolios prior to any coding during both the Pilot Study
and the Formal Study.
Procedures and Analysis
The five (5) stratified portfolios chosen to pilot
the study were scored for the writers' overall
subject-object location on Regan's (1982) developmental
scheme {Stages 2-5 only). Attention then was turned
to coding the same group of portfolios for their highest
self-knowledge development levels according to Weinstein
and Alschuler's (1985) model. This preliminary scoring
exercise helped to identify and correct (as discussed
above) coding difficulties presented by
autobiographical text.
The scoring system was modified by adapting Social
Perspective-Taking stages (Basseches, 1984) and
expanding the Self-Knowledge Development coding system.
The scoring method was changed to accommodate
third-person descriptions by the writer of others'
patterns and transformations, and weighted values of
scores were added as well.
The remaining fifteen (15) portfolios, from Groups
1, 2, and 3 collectively, were then scored following the
modified procedures. When the developmental coding
processes were completed, a data set was arranged
according to group, with each portfolio receiving one
Social Perspective-Taking stage s6ore (Dl) , one
Subject-Object Balance rating (D2) , a Self-Knowledge
Development rating (D3) , and a SK-Weight score (D4) . The
purpose for arranging the data by groups was to compare
the developmental ratings among groups descriptively.
thus testing the hypothesis that average coding should
be progressively higher as one reviews the scores listed
in Group 1, then Group 2, and finally in Group 3.
The scores were computed to give the mean, mode,
range, and standard deviation for the three develop-
mental ratings in each group. The median was computed
to offer an added measure of central tendency to the
mean value, particularly where the distribution of
scores was skewed. Frequency tables and chi-square
coefficients were computed to examine the relationships
between credit awards and each of the three develop-
mental measures. Scatterplots were constructed to
graphically support identified trends in linearity among
the data.
Along with the analysis of credit award with each
developmental measure, the linear relationships among
pairs of the developmental measures were also examined
via Pearson Correlation Coefficients. Frequency tables,
chi-square coefficients, and scatterplots were computed
for each pair of measures as well.
To provide a measure of internal consistency when
reporting the results of the coding process, the
self-knowledge development data was further analyzed by
using the Spearman Brown Formula for a split-halves test
of reliability. Additional computations of self-
knowledge development included an analysis of internal
and external values {Pattern-Ex and Trans-Ex versus
Pattern-In and Trans-In) by computing the Pearson
Correlation Coefficient of the combined internal and
external scores to measure their linear relationship.
The Kappa Coefficient was computed to add an internal
measure of reliability for social perspective-
taking coding. Insufficient data among subject-object
scores made it difficult to compute a similar
reliability statistic for that domain of development.
Finally, a consideration of multiply-coded bits was
included using the Self-Weight formula once again to
determine the typical value of self-knowledge
development when bits were also coded as either social
perspective-taking or subject-object balance.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
Results of the Formal Study
The fifteen portfolios designated for the formal
review by the three domain scoring system were entered
into a word processing program for (a) editing to insure
all identifying information was extracted from each
text; and (b) to prepare each text for ASCII transfer to
The Ethnograph program, a software package designed to
facilitate text analysis. Using the The Ethnograph, the
texts were coded for the three developmental variables:
social perspective-taking
, subject-object balance , and
self-knowledge development
. Scores were obtained by
assigning numerical values to the stage levels that were
revealed in the students' autobiographies. For all
three measures, a highest score was determined for each
portfolio. These values, along with their corresponding
ranks, are displayed in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1
Summary Ratings of Subjects Listed by Credit Award (CR)
and Stage Scores on Developmental Ratings of Social
Perspective-Taking (SP-T), Subject-Object Balance (S-0)
,
Self
-Knowledge (S-K)
, and a Weighted Value (SK-W) of
Self
-Knowledge
.
SI CR SP-T s-o Q— ITO IS. C^ T.TbK—
W
1 36 4 .75 4 5 O • D J
2 34 5. 00 4 0 O 7 0^ • J ^
3 30 4.50 4.5 4.0 2.46
4 30 4.75 4.0 5.0 2.45
5 30 5 . 00 4 5 0 Q^ • O 7
6 24 5. 50 4 .
8
5 0
7 21 4 . 00 4 .
0
3 5
8 20 4.00 4.2 5.0 2.75
9 20 4.50 4.0 4.0 2.25
10 20 4.75 3.8 5.0 2.67
11 15 4.25 3.8 5.0 2.55
12 15 4.50 4.5 5.0 2.78
13 15 4.75 3.6 5.0 2.44
14 15 3.75 3.4 4.0 2.24
15 12 3.75 4.0 3.5 2.37
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Descriptive Statistics and Correlations
Descriptive statistics for both the raw scores (see
Table 4.2) were computed. Table 4.2 shows how the
distribution of the scores across all variables is
fairly normal, as the measures of central tendency have
very similar values. For example, the mean, median and
mode for social perspective-taking, subject-object
balance, and self-knowledge development vary only by
.25, .1, and .5 respectively. The range of scores for
each measure show stage changes for each developmental
variable in keeping with the low to high values found in
credit awards. Social Perspective-Taking moves from
3.75 to 5.5 (Stage 3 to Stage 5); Subject-Object Balance
progresses from 3.4 to 4.8 (Stage 3 to 4); and scores of
the Self-Knowledge Development scale shift from 3.5 to
5.0 (Pattern to Transformation). The weighted value
for Self-Knowledge Development shows the more typical
responses among subjects to range from 2.24 (Situation)
to 3.53 (Pattern)
.
A closer look at the statistics among the three
groups of credit award earners shows a half to a full
stage increase in means for three of the four measures
as the credit awards increase in amount from 12-15 in
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group 1 to> 30 credits in group 3. The only measure
that did not produce this effect was self-knowledge
development
.
Table 4.2
Descriptive Statistics: Credit Awards and Stage Scores
Measure Credits SocPers Sub-Obi SelfKnow SK-Weiaht
N 15 15 15 15 15
Range 12 - 36 3.75-5.50 3.4-4.8 3.5-5.0 2.24-3.53
Mean 22.5 4.5 4.1 4.5 2.57
Mode 15 4.75 4.0 5.0 N/A
Median 20 4.5 4.0 5.0 2.46
SD 7.75 0.50 0.38 0.61 0.33
The summary table was divided according to the
I
three groups of credit awards (see Table 4.3), where the
number of cases for each group is 5. Again, the range
of scores is fairly comparable with at least one stage
variation for each of the developmental domains among
the 3 groups.
It is interesting to note that the means for each group
reduced correspondingly as the credit awards reduced.
Ill
For example, in Subject-Object scores, the mean for
group 3, those with the highest credits (30 or more),
averaged 4 . 24-reflecting the institutional stage.
Whereas Group 1, those with the lowest credit award
(12-15 credits), had a mean Subject-Object score of
3.86, or Stage 3 - Interpersonal. Mean score changes in
Social Perspective-Taking and Weighted Self
-Knowledge
demonstrated comparable movement within stage; for
example. Group 3 had a mean social perspective score of
4.8, while Groups 2 and 3 had mean values of 4.55 and
4.2 respectively. The exception to this pattern of mean
score reduction as credits decreased was Self
-Knowledge
Development, where Group 3 had a mean of 4.5 and Group 2
a mean of 4.6.
To measure the linear relationships among the five
variables (Credit Awards, Social Perspective-Taking,
Subject-Object Balance, Self-Knowledge Development, and
Weighted Self-Knowledge)
, a Pearson Correlation r
formula was used to obtain the following correlation
coefficients listed in Table 4.4.
Significant relationships were found between credit
award and social perspective-taking (r = .58, p < .025),
Table 4.3
Descriptive Statistics of Group 1 (12-15 Credits),
Group 2 (20-24 Credits) and Group 3 (30+ Credits)
credits SocPers SubObi SelfKnow SK-
N cO 5 5 5 5
Mi n T TniiTn o u 4 • D 4 • 0 3.5 2.32
Mavi TTiiiTn o o O • U 4 • 5 5.0 3.53
Mean 4 • o A ^ A4 • 24 4.5 2.69
Medi an 4 • / D 4.2 5.0 2.46
SD ^ • o ^ U • 20 0.7 0.49
Groun 2
N c ew 5
»
5
Miniimim 20 d 0 4.0 2.25
1 1 CiA^ ill UAII O • D 4 • o 5.0 2.82
21 ^ no 4.6 2.56
Mp<^ 1 a nlie CIIX 20 4 • u 5.0 2.67
SDAJ 0 fi2 0 LO 0.55 0.26
Groiio 1
N 5 5 5 5 5
Minimum 12 3.75 3.4 3.5 2.24
Maximum 15 4.75 4.5 5.0 2.78
Mean 14.4 4.2 3.86 4.5 2.48
Median 15 4.25 3.8 5.0 2.44
SD 1.32 0.45 0.42 0.7 0.20
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and between credit award and subject-object balance (r =
.47, p < .025). No significant relationship was found
between credit award value and scores on self-knowledge
development.
Examining the relationships among the three coding
schemes, social perspective-taking correlated
significantly with both subject-object balance (r = .61,
P < .01) and self-knowledge development (r = .411, p <
.10). There was no significant relationship between
social perspective-taking and weighted self-knowledge,
although the latter did correlate significantly with
subject-object balance (r = .582, p < .025).
The correlation between self-knowledge development
and its weighted value (SK-Weight) represents the
relationship between the highest developmental stage
rating for subjects in this domain, and their more
typical expression of self-knowledge. In this study,
the two values correlated at r = .616 (p < .01).
The correlation statistics from Table 4.4 discussed
below can be understood visually by reviewing their
corresponding scatterplots (See Appendix D) . Where the
correlations were significant, the patterns offer the
reader clearer illustrations of the linearity suggested
statistically.
Table 4.4
Pearson Correlation Matrix of Credit Awards and Scores
on Developmental Measures
Credits SocPers Sub-Obj SelfK SK-Wght
Credits 1.000
SocPers .579** 1.000
Sub-Obj .473* .612*** 1.000
SelfKnow .034 .411 .252 1.000
SK-Weight .400 .364 .582** .616*** 1.000
*** E < .01
** E < .025
E < .05
Chi Square Analyses
Subjects in Groups 1 (12 - 15 credits), 2 (20 - 24
credits) and 3 (30 or more credits) were placed in
categories according, to developmental levels for the
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four variables (Social Perspective-Taking, Subject-
Object Balance, Self
-Knowledge Development, and Weighted
Self-Knowledge Development). Frequency tables were then
constructed from these data (See Appendix E) . Chi-
Square statistics using the Pearson method were also
computed. None of the chi-square coefficients were
significant; in fact, p-values ranged from a low of .185
(Credits by Social Perspective-Taking) to a 1.00
(Credits by Self-Knowledge Development). However, these
results are suspect due to the low cell sizes of the
frequency tables.
The lack of significance among the chi-square
coefficients notwithstanding, a descriptive examination
of these data proved interesting. Those subjects with
higher scores in Social Perspective-Taking,
Subject-Object Balance, and Weighted Self-Knowledge also
had higher credit awards; the exception was
Self-Knowledge Development, where there was an equal
distribution of high SK scores among all three credit
award groups.
Appendix E reveals that frequency tables were also
constructed to examine subjects' developmental scores
among the four variables. Once eigain, the chi-squares
proved nonsignificant (including the 2 x 2 case for
Subject-Object Balance and Self-Knowledge
, where
Fisher's Exact Test was applied). Again, the low
^frequencies in numerous cells challenge any meaningful
conclusions about the significance of the data. Still,
from a descriptive analysis of the fregency tables,
higher scores among the four developmental variables
tended to be matched by correspondingly high scores.
For example, six (6) subjects scored Stage 4 on both
Social Perspective-Taking and Subject-Object Balance.
Similarly, seven (7) subjects who were Stage 4 on Social
Perspective-Taking scored Stage 4 - Transformational on
Self-Knowledge Development.
Internal versus External Self-Knowledge Development
To examine the relationship between internal and
external bits among the self-knowledge development
codings, a Pearson Correlation Coefficient computation
revealed an internal/external correlation of r = .51,
which is significant at the p < .05 level. Internal
bits included the total of all Pattern-Internal and
Transformational-Internal scores, while external bits
included the total of all Pattern-External and
Transformational-External scores. The results of the
statistical analysis showed that increases in internal
self-knowledge development tended to correspond with
increases in external self-knowledge development.
Reliability
A measure of internal consistency of coding was
applied to the self-knowledge development scores, using
the Spearman Brown Formula for split-halves reliability.
The computation revealed r = .83, which, when corrected
for length of measure, showed a split-halves reliability
of r = .91. The criteria used for length of measure was
a minimum of 30 odd/even self-knowledge development bits
per portfolio; only 2 of the 15 portfolios fell below
the minimum bit total. Thus, 13 portfolios were used in
this computation.
The Kappa formula was used to measure the consistency of
stage scoring among social perspective-taking scores.
The purpose of the test was to analyze highest score
agreements among the odd and even social perspective-
taking bits coded for each portfolio. The results
showed that odd/even agreement for highest stage score
occured in 12 of 15 portfolios (.80). When adjusted for
chance, the Kappa value was .53.
Finally, an analysis of multiple codings using the
Self-Weight formula for typical values of self-knowledge
development revealed a comparison of means between
those bits which were multiply coded and all coded bits.
The average self-weight value among social perspective-
taking bits was 2.65; for subject-object bits, the mean
typical value of self-knowledge was 3.0. In contrast,
the overall mean for weighted self-knowledge was 2.57.
Table 4.5 listed below provides a detailed presentation
of these data.
Summary
The autobiographical text found in the UWW
portfolios proved to be a rich source of data
quantitatively for the developmental measure of
self-knowledge development, and more qualitatively for
social perspective-taking. When compared to academic
credit award- values (12-15; 20-24; and 30 or more)
,
significant correlations were found for both social
perspective-taking and subject-object balance.
A strong measure of internal consistency in coding
was revealed in the .91 corrected split-halves
reliability measure for self-knowledge development.
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Table 4.5
Weighted Self
-Knowledge Development Scores Among Bits
that were multiply coded as Self
-Knowledge and Social
Perspective-Taking (SocPers) ; Self
-Knowledge and
Subject-Object Balance (Sub-Obj); and All Bits coded for
Self
-Knowledge Development.
s# SocPPT*e;Ih' \^ %v ^ ^ ' All Bits
1 2 .75 3 . 53
2 2 .75 o • ou 2 . 32
3 2 . 28 2i on
^ • 4d
4 2.10
5 2 . 99 * O £ Q
^ • O 7
6 2. 47 O Q O
^ • O Z
7 2 . 48
8 2.75 3.22 2.75
9 2.06 2.00 2.25 •
10 2.71 3.31 2.67
11 3.08 3.50 2.55
12 3.19 4.20 2.78
13 2.51 2.75 2.44
14 2.36 2.72 2.24
15 2.30 3.20 2.32
Mean 2.65 3.00 2.57
*Multiple codes were not found in this category
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An additional measure of reliability examined highest
stage score coding consistency among the data for social
perspective-taking, finding an 80% initial rate of
agreement among highest stage scores, which, when
corrected for chance, became 53%.
CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION —
(
The study's hypothesis that a significant
relationship exists between increases in academic credit
award and increases in the capacity to assign meaning
about one's life across several cognitive developmental
dimensions was supported by the research completed to
date. The strongest correlation found in the data
analysis lay between credit award values and social
perspective-taking ability. The research also
demonstrated significant correlations between successful
portfolio writing and meaning coherence as outlined in
epistemological stages of Kegan (1982)
.
Discussion of Social Perspective-Taking Results
As reported in Chapter III, the use of the social
perspective scheme was first conceived after the Pilot
Study, where most codable material was found to be
directed at life at work. The UWW writing assignment
appears to offer more encouragement for social
perspective-taking than the other two measures involved
in this research. Given the task of writing about work.
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it is natural to expect that individuals who are
competent in discussing social relations critically,
such as in portfolio writing, would be high scorers on
social perspective-taking. In fact, the specific task
to identify a problem at work and write about your
relationship to its resolution, places UWW students in a
position where they may be most able to strengthen their
social perspective-taking abilities. The issues the
student writers presented such as autonomy and authority
in the workplace, conflict resolution, and job
definition were already incorporated as key elements in
Basseches' stage theory (Basseches, 1984, 1986).
To illustrate the natural connection between
portfolio writing and social perspective-taking, I
created the following grid based on Basseches' (1984,
1986) approach to understanding the organizational/
workplace demands placed on an individual:
Authority
Stage 1: None for the self
Stage 2: Boss continues to rule; co-workers have
equal authority.
Stage 3: Limited by formal contracts and procedures
Authority (continued)
Stage 4: Authority of individual is expansive, but
restricted to maintenance of existing
social systems.
Stage 5: Authority is self defined, and placed in
the service of a universal ideal beyond
existing systems.
Job Definition
Job defined by bossStage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3: Formal contract (e.g. union)
Stage 4; Self-defined as needs of organization merit
Stage 5: Self-defined & by perceived universal needs
Job Security-
Stage 1: Depends on obedience
Stage 2: " " " and cooperation
Stage 3: " " conformity to group norms.
Stage 4: " " successful administration
Stage 5: " " successful initiative
Autonomy
Stage 1: None for self
Stage 2: Work with partner (s) cooperatively
Stage 3: Limited by adherence to group contracts
Stage 4: Limited by demands of the social systems
Stage 5: Unrestricted except by attention to ideal
Perspectives Taken
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
Stage 4
Only one
' s own
One's own and one other individual
#1 & 2 and norm-bound social groups
All above and systems which are larger than
face-to-face groups, and which are
organized by interdependences which
transcend shared norm
Stage 5: All of the above and universalist
observers
'
Conflict Seen As
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
Stage 4
Stage 5
Between one's desires and likely punishment
interests and othersII II
Between groups and individuals
•I 11 and systems.
All of the above in conflict with ideal.
Conflict Resolved By
Stage 1: Prudence and obedience
Stage 2
Stage 3
Stage 4
Obedience and compromise
Promoting conformity to shared norm
Establishing and administering formal
procedures to preserve social systems.
Stage 5: Transforming existing systems into ideal
ones •
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A fine example of conflict resolution as conceived
by Basseches' scheme was found in Portfolio-6:
I found that conflict resolution requires
first of all accurately identifying what the
root of the conflict is. The real issues are
often obscured by emotions and irrelevant
opinions. From this case study I have been able
to derive some fundamental principles that I feel
have universal relevance and still guide me in
dealing with conflict situations, (p. 11, lines
1648-67)
Analysis: This individual is able to hold a broad
perspective on the elements/individuals which contribute
to conflict within a system (or among systems), and
holds perceived ideals or truths which enable him to
coordinate conflict resolution efforts in an objective
manner. Score: 5.75 (5B)
This last bit and its accompanying coding
represents Basseches' separation from Kohlberg and
Selman's work, whose stage theories conclude at the
societal level (Enright & Deist, 1979). With his
interest in dialectical thinking, Basseches opened the
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viewpoint of lifespan developmental psychologists to
look beyond formal operations to begin to understand how '
metasystemic analytical capabilities can be studied and
fostered.
These postformal operational skills are the
hallmark of any highly valued UWW portfolio. Moreover,
writing programs which endorse narrative writing have a
positive role to play in regard to supporting
metasystemic analysis, as the important cognitive growth
mechanism relative to social cognition is interaction
with and the manipulation of the social environment.
Narrative text creation encourages one to actively
interact with one's internal and social experience, and,
to cite Bruner (1988) and Cochran (1985), enables one to
find a position (from which to coordinate one's
experience)
.
Discussion of Subject-Object Theory Results
The original design of the study of autobio-
graphical text fully accommodated Regan's Subject-Object
Interview as the principal developmental measure for
consideration. As reported in Chapter IV, however, when
actually coding the. students ' texts for meaningful
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subject-object balance data, the range of bits was
limited in each portfolio. All portfolios were
scoreable, though, as most of the students (11 of 15)
wrote of the capacity to actively coordinate their
relationships in and out of the workplace within the
context of an independently managed self. For example,
from Portfolio # 2:
I realized that I possessed the ability
to monitor my own performance and be
responsible because of my own internal
sense of purpose ... (on this job) supervision
was not always a priority, therefore I had
to develop and use my own ability to set
standards and live up to them. This
internalized sense of purpose has been
most important to me in other areas of my
life as well. (p. 1, lines 55-69)
Analysis: This writer is describing an independent
course of action on the job to insure that he is
addressing his responsibilities appropriately. An
alternative hypothesis might find the position that he
needs to set standards for himself to please some other
party (ies) , suggesting a Stage 4(3) or 4/3 view. I have
^
elected to rule out that possibility in favor of his
restating the importance of an internal sense of control
which does not seem to be externally coordinated;
therefore, I have assigned an "at least 4" score to this
bit.
While most of the writers spoke of their approach
to their job tasks in this manner, that is, in a
sufficiently independent voice to warrant a "beyond 3"
coding for subject/object balance, four of the
portfolios fell below this threshold;
Portfolio #14
In comparison to the union leaders, the
customers respect me... the supervisors
endorse me .. .Managers do often care
less about me than for the job quality; I
think they are concerned about displeasing
the executives by not having produced
enough, (p. 2, lines 402-427)
Analysis: Unlike the writer in Portfolio #2 who would
appear to answer predominantly to himself, the subject
here is clearly acting with an audience to please in his
daily affairs. Since all comments about himself are
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filtered through the perspectives of another, I .ould
initially classify this bit as "3".
The qualitative discussion of the results of the
subject-object analysis would not be complete without
reference to the quantitative findings of Regan's measure.
To that end, the principal hypothesis that portfolio credit
award increases would correspond with reported increases in
in developmental complexity was supported significantly
by the numerical values of subject-object balances of
the subjects. With p values of <
.05, the null
hypothesis that there is no relationship between credit
values and subject-object stage was rejected.
A quick review of the Summary Table 4.1 will reveal
the significance of the relationship as well: 90% of
the portfolios with 20 or more credits (analytical
writing involving formal thought) received Subject-
Object ratings of at least Stage 4, which Kegan (1982)
has identified as full formal operations territory.
In comparison with other developmental measures, it
is not surprising that subject-object balance levels
significantly related to social perspective-taking
scores. Ford (1986) cited that Basseches' scheme of
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increasing capacities to understand and coordinate
social relations was an underlying variable in "what a
person perceives as self in contrast to what is
perceived as other than self" (1986, p.l). An example
of Ford's model shows Regan's Stage 3 - Interpersonal
Self developing from the combination of "face-to-face
group perspective-taking" and the early stages of formal
operational thought. Consequently, one would expect
that individuals scoring high on subject-object balance
would also have a more advanced degree of social
perspective-taking.
Discuss ion of Self-Knowledqe Development Results
Scores on the Self-Knowledge Development measure
were fairly homogenous when considering the highest
rating assigned to subjects. Following the Pilot Study,
I decided to add the "external self-knowledge" scores to
the pattern and transformational levels, as too many
"situational" scores were having to be assigned to bits
that clearly demonstrated the capacity on the part of
the writer to coordinate thinking beyond situations,
notwithstanding their referencing someone else's
internal processes. Weinstein and Alschuler (1985) and
Weinstein and Sweitzer (1985) make no provision or
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allowance for such a rating, because they are not
interested in measuring externalizations or assigning
credit for social cognitive statements when coding
interviews for self-knowledge development. For many
constructive developments, external self-knowledge would
be categorized in the "Me" that is mediated by the "I"
(Damon and Hart, 1982).
In this study, though, the inability to probe when
largely situational text dominated the array of
portfolios (See Appendix C for Histograms on code
frequency for self-knowledge development)
,
required
consideration of external references to internal
patterns and transformations. I believe external
self-knowledge plays a role in self-knowledge similar to
that which social perspective-taking assumes relative to
subject-object balance. Namely, that knowledge of
others supports and helps to organize self-knowledge.
Therefore, I regard an employer's sensitive description
of an emotionally torn employee to be valuable infor-
mation about the employer's own internal process.
Concluding, the significant relationship found in
the correlation between internal codings and external
codings suggests that higher external scores are
associated with higher internal values of self
-knowledg
development; therefore, external knowledge of a "self"
(i.e., another) should be pursued in future research
efforts to clarify its relationship to knowledge of
oneself
.
A second liberty exercized in this study relative
to self-knowledge development was the "weighted" value
computed to provide some distinct qualities to the
otherwise uniform data. To the developmentalist
, the
notion of an average score is not relevant to making a
statement about a person's cognitive capacity in a
particular domain. It is useful, however, to know wher
people tend to do most of their "business" cognitively
and affectively, and this weighted measure of self-
knowledge addresses that interest. Indeed, when
analyzing the difference between bits with multiple
codings and those bits with single codes, the
self-weight measure was useful in revealing that
students engaged in simultaneous social perspective-
taking and/or subject-object balancing demonstrated a
higher level of self-knowledge development than those
who were scored for self-knowledge development alone.
It seems that an interactive effect occurs among these
developmental domains, which again supports the notion
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that it may be difficult to define self-knowledge
completely without considering the social dimension of
our experience.
Finally, the self-knowledge development data did
provide ample support for the coding procedure's
internal consistency with a corrected split-halves
reliability level of .91. This high level of stability
lends credibility to the task of text analysis using
developmental measures. The Kappa value of .53
as the measure of reliability for social perspective-
taking is affected by the smaller number of bits
reported for social perspective-taking than self-
knowledge development.
Implications and Conclusions
This study represents an ambititious and worthwhile
first step into using constructive developmental
measures to analyze narrative text. It succeeded in
establishing a strong connection between narrative text
that focused on work and the developmental domain of
social perspective-taking. The study offered promise
for the contribution of subject-object theory to the
analysis of autobiographical writing, particularly with
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regard to focusing on both cognitive and affective
statements of the writer. Narrative writing also lends
itself well to external self-knowledge analysis, as
evidenced by the data reported in this study.
With hope, this developmental analysis of student
portfolios will encourage other researchers in
psychology and education in general, and epistemological
development in particular, to follow suit with their own
ideas of measurement. Work is needed to standardize all
processes involved in the study. To that end, UWW has
taken significant steps to standardize the portfolio
review process, but the credit awarding is in need of
formal inter-rater reliability studies before the data
it provides can be used with complete confidence by a
researcher.
While strong reliability data was found in this
research, other tests of the reliability and validity of
the developmental measures in the context of this review
are needed. The thousands of lines reviewed in the
study offered rich descriptions of the lives portrayed
in the portfolio; nonetheless, it is important to
reiterate the difficulty of forming exact conclusions on
the developmental levels of individuals with whom there
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is no dialogue. The one-way analysis of the portfolios
has a potentially high standard error of measurement,
although the formal internal consistency calculation
together with informal reliability checks with both
committee members and two of the theorists cited in the
study (Kegan & Basseches, personal communication, 1990)
permit assurance that the data was properly analyzed.
Still, a formal inter-rater reliability process would be
the next logical step for any additional research of
this kind to continue.
In discussing coding procedures, it is important to
consider the point raised by Noam (1985) , who called for
attention to stylistic characteristics of an individual,
which differ from stage (construction of meaning) and
phasic (life tasks that occur epochly, such as
separation during adolescence) considerations. Had we
more information about his references to those around
him, the writer in the example above (Port-14) could
also be manifesting a stylistic preference for being
"other" oriented in life.
Collaborations with other developmental
psychologists should be matched with an equal
partnership with English and writing faculty who are
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engaged in teaching written expression. Clearly, meta-
cognitive labels such as reflective thinking, cc.on in
dialogues of higher educators, now have describable and
codable correlates (e.g, social perspective-taking) in the
vocabulary of developmental psychologists. This may
announce the link between the classroom environment that
pulls for the skills and the workplace setting that is the
initial context for this development.
To close, this study produced several new concepts in
self-knowledge development (external and weighted self-know
ledge) that lead one to consider the potential validity of
alternative modes of assessing this construct; it could be
interesting to explore further one's ability to identify
patterns and transformations in others to understand better
the bridge between the studies of self-knowledge and role-
taking. The weighted values of self-knowledge open the
door for developmental ists to consider functional levels of
operating, rather than focus only on optimal developmental
positions in people. If people tend to want to remain in
lower positions (See Appendix C), it merits our attention.
Finally, my reconceptual izing Basseches* stages of social
perspective-taking underscores the need to remember that
these many developmental domains have both rewards and
limitations in their ability to symbolize human growth.
APPENDIX A
LETTERS TO PARTICIPANTS
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2012 Emerson Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55405
February 19. 1990
Dear
I am writing to you as a former teacher and advisor at UWW andas a doctoral student in the School of Education. While teaching
the Writing About Experience course with Vicky, Chris and Gary andby myself for several years, I found the portfolio writing process
to be more than simply a means for students to gain academic
credit for life experience. Clearly, students were engaged in
a remarkable process of self-discovery as well.
In my work as a graduate student at the University, I would like
to study the portfolio writing process for my dissertation research.
Specifically, I am interested in knowing if the self-discovery
process in portfolio writing can be understood in the context of
adult development theory. In order to accomplish this research, I
have decided to review a number of portfolios (20) randomly selected
from a group of UWW students whom I did not know and whose works I
haven't previously read as an instructor or APAC committee person.
Your name was selected from this random sample; therefore, with your
consent, I would like to review your portfolio, which is on file at
UWW. Please know that this study is strictly confidential In the
written and oral discussions of my research to follow, there will be
no disclosure of any content of your portfolio that might reveal your
name or the names of your friends, families, co-workers, or employers
you have described in your narrative.
To extend your permission, please check the appropriate box on the
brief form enclosed, sign and return to my attention in attached
self-addressed stamped envelope.*
I am hoping my work can begin to return the learning I received
working as a UWW staff member for four wonderful years in Montague
House. I greatly appreciate your support and cooperation to this
end.
Warmly,
Thomas 0. Hodgson
612-374-3246 (collect)
(• I realize with the tax and mud season upon us, you doubtless have
many other concems...8till, I would be grateful for your prompt
reply. Thank you...)
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UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS univers.ty without waiisAT AMHERST
Montague House
Amherst, MA 01003
February 23, 1990
Dear
T Ih"" ""tl ?^
»^°ndering how UWW feels about Tom's research,so I thought I would enclose a note with his request.
For a long time we have wanted to study the priorlearning process in the program. As advisers and teachers weknow something is going on, and we have lots ofimpressionistic evidence that what goes on is often useful
f.r.r.
^^^^s^Vi"9 ^O"- students. But no one actually working inUWW has ever had the time to study the process
systematically.
Because Tom has had. first-hand experience in the program
and in the development of prior learning portfolios, we're
sure he- 11 be sensitive to all the qualitative aspects of aprogram like UWW that a less informed researcher might miss.
In addition, Tom has assurred me that he will maintain
complete confidentiality throughout his study.
I have no doubt that this research will help us improve
the prior learning process and make it more responsive to
students' needs. If you have any questions about UWW's
position on this project or the treatment of your portfolios,
please don't hesitate to give me a call.
Sincerely,
J. Gary Ber/hard
Director /
APPENDIX B
PARTICIPANT CONSENT FORM
2012 Emerson Avenue South
Minneapolis, MN 55405
UWW Portfolio Research Project
Participant Consent Form
Please check the appropriate box and return to Tom Hodgson in
the attached self-addressed envelope:
a. I have read your letter and understand that I give you
permission to use my portfolio in your study.
b. Please do not use my portfolio in your study.
Signature Date
Please print:
Name:
,
Address: ^
Phone:
Comments:
(h) (w)
APPENDIX C
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APPENDIX D
SCATTERPLOTS OF THE RELATIONSHIPS BETWEENPAIRS OF THE FIVE RESEARCH VARIABLES (SOCIALPERSPECTIVE TAKING, SUBJECT/OBJECT BALANCESELF-KNOWLEDGE DEVELOPMENT, WEIGHTED SELF-'KNOWLEDGE DEVELOPMENT, CREDIT AWARD)
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